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Watch out tonight, lim . I’m going the air—one,, two, three, four, five, six
— and he saw a man start for the
home. It’s 9 wjncl lot your life.”
He knew,
Callahan wae making a meeting station on the dead, run
too,
by
the
tremendous
sweep
of his
point for two freight# when the door
B y Frank H . Spearman.
legs
th
a
t‘
it
was
Ole
Anderson,
the
closed fcehmd frache. He .didn’t even
sing out,
■aighl.” And "as for night foreman, the man of all others
1 §99 9 good deal of stuff in print steaders crept into dugouts and smoth Meffy €hri—well, that had no place he wanted.
“ Ole,” cried the dispatcher,.waving
t to a t til* engineer,*' said Callahan de ered over buffalo chip fires. Horses on the Weet En4°*«jrho*$.
and
eattle
huddled
into
friendly
pock
his
arms frantically, as the giant'.Swede
jectedly.
“ Wbat’s the matter with
“ D-i, d-i,
6-i,” came clicking
ets
a
little
out
of
the
worst
of
it
or
leaped
across the track and looked up
the dispatcher? W hat’s the matter
inlo#the ro6rn.; Cal 1ah a a weea’t asleep.
BONDS VS. OTHER INVESTMENTS.
with the m u who tells the engineer froze mutely in pitiless fence corners Once he didc*sieep.&yer .the -key. , .Whei* fix>m the platform . below",“ go* get
what to do—end just what to d o : how on the divides. Sand drove gritting he told Bucks, he m ade. sure cf his Bucks I’ve got a runa\yayttrain going
L ocal M ortgages on Real E state are often favored by
to do it, and exactly how to do i t ; down from the Cheyenne hills like a time, only he thought Bucks ought to against 59. For your life, Ole, run !”
the Investor, but these require constant care and the se
'I he big fellow was into Ihp wind
with the man who sits shut in brick storm of snow. Streets of the raw know,
cu rity may depreciate in value as the result of local con
prairie
towns
stared
deserted
at
the
Bucks boarded four
Bucks shook .his head pretty hard with the worcl,
Welle aid hung in Chinese puzzles,
ditions. Such M ortgages are negotiable only w here the
property is known, and local stringency may m ake it im
hie eat glued to a receiver and his sky. Even cowboys kept their ranches, that time “ It’s awful business, Jim. blocks away. , Callahan, slamming
possible to realize in times of necessity.
lager last to a key and his eye riveted and through the gloom of noon the It’s murder, you know. It’s the penij down the window,, took the key and
T h is has proven to be true not only w ith Individuals
oa • train chart— the man who orders sun cast a coward shadow. It was a tentiary if they should convict you began calling Rowe. Rowe is the first
but with Institutions, and for that reason the State Law
wretched
day,
and
the
sun
went
down
station
east
of
Jackson
It
was
now
and annuls jo d stops and staits every- {
But it’s worse than that. If anything
generally restricts the amount of local m ortgages w hich
thing within 600 miles of him and j with the wind tuning into a gale and happened because you went to sleep the first point at which the runaway
Institutions may carry. N ational Banks are restricted
Id ld l under his thumb more lives every j all the boys in bad humor, except over the key, you'd have them on your coal train could be headed.
under the Federal L aw . Stocks may return a larger in
“ R-o, R-o,” he rattled. The opera
igM ta than a brigadier does in a life-' Bucks. Not that Bucks couldn’t get mind all your life, don’t you know—
come but gen erally in proportion to the risk taken by the
mad,
but
it
took
more
than
a
cyclone
purchaser.
Unsecured Notes or P aper are tem porary ob
tor
must
have
been
sitting
on
the
wire
forever.
Men—and—and children.
time ? For instance,*’ aaked C allahan,'
ligations,
m
oderately
profitable, but only through exp ert
1
to
start
him.
In hia tired way, “ what’s the matter
That’s what I always think about— for he answered at once. At- fast as
handling
In
such
investm
ent loss of the entire principal
No. 59, the California express, was the children ; maimed and scalded and Callahan’s fingers could talk he told
. with M e t”
1
is possible.
Now, I myeelf n eu t knew Bocks, late that night. Ail the way up the burned. Jim, if it ever happens again, Rowe the story and gave him orders to
Bonds are distributed in various F in an cial Centres
jfiiil lift the Wsst Bgg before I went valley the wind caught her quartering quit dispatching. Get into commer get the night ag ni, who, lie knew,
and are more readily sold or accepted as collateral.
Book* iedeoad eke president— Really, the marvel is that out there on cial w ork; mistakes don’t cost life must be down to sell tickets for 59,
Since a bond is a part of a M ortgage the Principal is
secured by the entire value of the bonded property.
>wklsh means the koas—of a transcon-1 the plains such storms didn’t blow our there ; don’t try to handle trains^ If and pile all the ties they cou d gather
ttfel Bat bow, and ** very great toy engines clear off the rails. For it ever happens with you, you’ll kill across the track to de ail the runaway
T his co m p an y ow ns a n d o ilers lo r sate H igh
train. Then he began thumping for
g e t ao mah from the West that matter, they might as well have yourself.”
G rad e B onds P a y in g Irom 4 to 5 p e r c e n t.
W^b $$11$ oa Bucks his to wait taken the rails, too, for none of them
That was all he said.
It was Kolar, the next station east of Rowe
'm su&eooe, though bigger men do. went over sixty pounds. Fifty-nine enough. And no wonder Callahan and the second ahead of the runaways.
He pounded and he pounded, and when
of him out there yet. Not was due at 11 o’clock. It was half loved him.
the
man at Kolar answered Callahan
Oaperal Superintendent Bucks, past 12 when she pulled in and on
The wind tore frantically around
could
have sworn he . had been asleep
wUeb he oame to be, nor of General Callahan’s trick. But Buckti hung the station, but everything else was
B A N G O R , M A IN E .
On the West End he around the office until she staggered so still. It was 1 o’clock now and just from the way he ‘.^talked Does it
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits Over $300>000
Bneke, but Bucks on the up under the streaked moonlight, as not a soul about but Callahan. D-t, seem strange ? There are many strange
NNMMa whole lot.
frowsy a looking train as ever choked D-i, J, clicked sharp and fast. things about a/ dispatcher’s senses.
4 the company #800,000 on alkali.
“ Twelve or fourteen cars passed here “ Send .your night nian^ to west switch
AROOSTOOK COUNTY REPRESENTATIVE
house
track.
and
open
for
runaway
the Ogelalla train ran
—just—now
east—running
a-a-a.”
There was always a crowd down at
sed Callahan. % CaUahsn the station to meet 59. She was the Callahan sprang up like a flash-listen train. Set brakes hard on your empties
F R E D D. J O R D A N .
on siding to spill runaways if possible.
enperintendent now, big arrival of the day at McCloud even ed. W hat 1 Running away ?
MANSUR BUILDING.
HOULTON. MAINE.
handled thousand dollars is if she didn’t get in until 11 o’clock at
It was the Jackson operator calling- I)o i nything and everything" to keep*
i^dicd tdf psogsty, Callahan," I night She brought the mail and the Callahan jumped to the key. W hat’s them from getting h.y you ' W ork.
• *. »t
•’ ;
I
*
express and the landseekers and the th at?’ he asked quick as. lightning
. . . .
. . ..
re it cut yourself. To begin traveling men and the strangers gen could dash it.
Behind’Kolar’s O. K. came a frantic
call
from: Rowe. “ Runavyays/passtd.
By paseengem* Hvee—that's erally, so that McCloud livery men
“ Twelve or fourteen cars coal passed
apiece, im’t I t r
C .IU h.n and hotel runners and prominent citi here, fully forty miles an hour, headed here like a streak. Knocked tire ties
. m M bfeMltd way of figuring a zens and prominent loafers and the east, driven by the wi” ~
into toothpicks. Couldn’t head them.” ^
Callfhan didn’t wait to hear any j
a s , from the company city marshal usually came down to
That was all J could send, for ( ^ a l 
t, “ It would have killed meet her.
more.
He only wiped the Sweat fr&m ,
Bat it was not so that alia broke in. Ogalaila is the station
oner fifty passengers if the runaway night. The platform was bare. Not just west of Jackson. And with Callu- his face. I t. seemed forever before
In4 seer struck 59. There wouldn’t even the hardy chief of police, who was han’s copper hair raising higher at ev Kolarspoke again. Then it was only
’This* is one of the best Boarding Schools in New England.
lave been enough left of 59 to make a town watch and city marshal all com ery letter, this came from Ogalaila, to say, “ Runaways went by here be
Four connected buildings.
\
College
preparatory and general courses; also advanced courses In French,
4 $ m t funeral. Then the equipment, bined, ventured out.
fore
night
man
could
get
to
switch
and
I
,
“ Heavy gust caught twelve coal cars
’ German, History, Literature and English, and History of Art.
at laaat #50,000.' But there was a
open
it.”
.
main
The engineer swung cut of his cab on si(fe track ; sent them out
Outwork in Piano and Voice is most excellent.
Would Bucks never come? And if
,Whale let , mom than 1800,000 in it with the silence of an abused man. line off down the grade.”
i.NDftADUAi: INSTRUCTION for tboee who need SPECIAL HELP
jnamtaih'studieA.
he did come, what on earth could stop
fin Bucks.**
His eyes were full of soda, his ears full
They were already past Jackson,
yem not like to have your daughter enjoy the advantages of an educa
the
runaway
train
now
?
They
wero
•*mbw so r
of sand, his mustache Yuli of burs and eight miles away, headed east and run
tion Mtr. Beaten ?
“ B e told me wnoe that if he hadn’t his whiskers full of tumbleweeds. The
heading into the worst grade on thq
-St’ \V#ha*e just completed a very handsome new building with a beautiful
ning down hill.. Callahhn’s eyes turn
West End.
It aver ges 1 per cent
|# ie 4 69 that night hs would never conductor and the brakemen climbed
*
‘.‘Living
Ream” in.it, and so can take at Christmas two more young ladies.
ed like hares to the train sheet, fiftyfrom Kolar to Griffin, and there we get
4 #iwd another order anywhere sullenly down, and the baggageman
‘[Send for illustrated catalogue and write for rates for balance of year.
nine, going west, was due that minute down off the Cheyenne hills with a long,
i *
mad."
GEORGE F. JEWETT, A. B. (Harvard).
shoved open his door and slammed a to leave Callendar.
From Calendar reverse curve and drop into the canyon
Mary Law MacClintock, Ph. D. Lady Principal.
**Why r
trunk out ot. the platform without a to Griffin is a twenty miles’ run. There of the Blackwood with a 3 per cent
“ Why ? Because after it was all
pretense of sympathy. Then the out is a station between, but in those days grade. Callahan, almost beside him
C** he Jbood out that his own mother
going crew climbed aboard and in a no night operator. The runaway coal self, threw open a north window to
look for Bucks. Two men were flying
ietfit aboard fit. Didn’t you ever hear hurry. The conductor elect ran down
train was then less than thirty miles down Main street toward the station
56 Summit Street.
jin tl
Well* »fr#
was Christmas
stairs from the register and pulled his west of Griffin, coming down a forty He knew them ;^it was Ole and Bucks.
ewa, aad the year was 1884 ”
cap down hard before he pushed ahead mile grade like a cannon .ball. If 59
Christmas eta everywhere, but on
[ continued on p a g e 7]
against the wind to give the engineer could be stopped at Callendar- she
the Weet End it was just plain Dec.
his copy of the orders as the new engine could be laid by in five minutes out of
94.
was coupled up. The fireman pulled the way of the certain destruction,
“ High winds will prevail for
the canvas jealously around the cab ahead ot her on the main line. Calla
tty r f l# twsnty-four hours. Station end. The brakeman ran hurriedly
han seized the key and began calling
agents will use extra care to secure back to examine the air connections “ Cn.” He pounded until the call burn
UBWCB ridings. Brakemen must use and gave his signal to the conductor.
ed into his fingers. It was an age be
C«f» to •void being blown from ipoving Xhe conductor gave his to the engineer. fore Callendar answered. Then Calla
trains."
There were two short choppy snorts han’s order fled :
Thai it about all Bucks said in his from the 101, a h i 59 moved out
“ Hold 59. Answer quick.”
bulletin that evening—not a word stealthily, evenly, resistlessly into the
And Callendar answered; “ Fiftyhkmt Christmas or Merry Christmas, teeth of the night. In another minute
nine
just pulling out of upper yard.
fgfrfcet. If Christmas had come to Mconly her red lamps gleamed up the Too late to stop her.
What’s the
!t M i that night they couldn’t have yard, One man still on the platform
matter ?”
held it twenty-four minutes, much less
watched them recede. It was Bucks.
Callahan struck the table with his
twenty-four hours—the wind was too
He came up to the dispatcher’s of clinched fist, iooked wildly about him,
high. All the week, all the day, all
fice and sat down. Callahan wondered then sprang from the chair, ran to the
tha night, it had blown—a December
why he didn’t go home and to bed, window and threw up the sash. The
w ild , dry as an August noon, bitter
Men’s Overcoats $25.00
but Callaham was too good a railroad moon shone a bit through the storm of
now $ 2 0 . 0 0
aa powdered ice. It was in the early
man to ask questions of a superior. sand, but there was not a soul in sight.
Men’s
Overcoats
$17.00
now $ 1 2 . 0 0
days of our western railroading, when
Bucks might have stood on his head There were lights in the roundhouse a
Men’s
Overcoats
$12.00
how $
8 .9 8
we had only one fast train on the
•chedufo—th$ St. Louis-California ex- on the stove and it redhot without be hundred yards across the track. He
Men’s Overcoats $ 9.00
now
$
6
.0 0
ing pursued with inquiries from Calla pulled a revolver—every railroad man
presn —and only one fast engine on the
Men’s Suits
$15.00
now $ 1 0 . 0 0
han. If Bucks chose to sit up out out there carried one those days—and,
ditirion— the 191—and only one man
$25.00
Men’s Suits
there on the frozen prairies in a flimsy covering one of the roundhouse win
now $ 2 0 . 0 0
on the whole West End— Bucks.
barn of a station and with the wind dows, began firing.
It
was
a
risk.
Men’s Suits
$ 10.00
riow $
Bucks wee assistant superintendent
howling murder at 12 o’clock past and There was one chance, maybe, to a
$
7.50
Men’s
Suits
now $
and master mechanic and trainmaster
that on Chri-tht; 24th of December, it thousand of his killing a night man.
aad chief dispatcher and storekeeper—
was Bucks’ own business.
But there were a thousand chances to
and a bully gi od fellow. There were
W e must have room for our large line of S pring Goods.
one
that a whole train load of men and
“ I kind of locked for my mother to
tome boys in the service, among them
D on’t w ait, come at once.
Callahan. Callahan was seventeen, night,” said he after Callahan got his women would be killed inside of thirty
with hair like a sunset 4nd a mind brders out of the way for a minute. minutes if he couldn’t get help. He
quiek as an air brake.
It was his •‘Wrote she was coming out pretty chose a window in the machinists’ sec
tion, where he knew no one usually
first year at the key, and he had a soon for a little visit.”
went at night. He poured bullets into
“ Where does your mother live?’
night trick under Bucks.
“ Chicago. I sent her transportation the unlucky casement as fast as powder
Callahan claims it blew so hard that
night that it blew most of the color two weeks ago. Rekon she thought could carry them. Reloading rapidly,
out of his hair. Sod houses had sprung she'd better stay home for Christmas. he watched the roundhouse door, and,
H OULTON,
P R E S Q U E IS L E ,
CARIBOU.
up like dog towns in the buffalo grass Back in God’s country they have sure enough, almost at one, it was
during the fall. But that day home- Christmas just about this time of year. cautiously opened. Then he fired into
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CHAS; E. D U N N ’S CO LUM NS.
Political Integrity."

him to live and begin a panic that
might destroy the whole army. One of,
O
I
>
’
«
"
v
No S u bscription cancelled u n til a ll a rr e a r
^ * #
The cynic is inclined„.to sneer at the the most striking peculiarities of the
ages a re settled .
!Pnfclish'ed every Wednesday Morning .byffihe
, Times Publishing Co.
Advertising rates based npon circulation and mention of, political 'integrity. It is panic is, that it is so contagious?.
very reasonable.
often said’that all is'fair, in' politics.
Nothing will scare a steady horse like
Communications
upon topics of ireneral inter
C H A S . H. FOGG, M anager'
It is sometimes Vaido, that men who seeing anorher horse run away in a'
est are solicited
Subscriptions #1 per venr in advsncj; stag Entered at the post office at Houlton for cir are reliabfeand will chV'-as they ague in panic.
copies three cents.
culation us seeond-claes postal rates.
other things will lie and cheat in politi1 suppose that a panic in a army, at
cal contest?.* / . .
Bull
Run, for instance, begins with one
The Future of Byron Boyd.
President Roosevelt*
The tfuth is, however, that honesty man or company or regiment, and .soon
and honor are, in th°e bud, as necessary- the mysterious
contagion spreads
It b observed that several newspaper
The United States never had just
through
the
whole
army. That army
ami
as
profitable
d
n
as
every
such a President as is Theodore Roose correspondents who ars stocking up
where els*e.‘ 0
flying
disgracefully
to
the defences in
velt. That he is a man of th* people, 1with stationery and postage stamps afld
i t was’ said«of;.Garfield w.ien he was the rear, were not cowards. They
practical to his finger tips, strenuous in lgetting teady for the coming hot tirrfe
the Republican leader in fne National were the same individuals who a day or
life, industrious in everything, a great jn flke old town of Augusta, . re making YJ&- *■
SHouse of Representatives, that when two before marched in good order over
worker, enthusiastic in whatevee he un unsteady haste in their efforts io^shel#:
ever he gained an advantage over the the same ground to face the enemy, and
dertakes, educated and cultivated, fond Byron Boyd, now that he ha* .finally
^Democrajs* he would deal fairly and who afterward proved on a hundred
of children, enjoying the outdoor f i f e - consented to relinquish his place in the
honorablyoiwifli*them while some of his battlefields that they were as brave
all this is known of him by tbs Ameri office of secretary of State. It Hs no
associate^ thought he ought to prnish men as ever shouldered a musket
doubt a matter to awaken the gravest
can people.
them more severely.
They had for the moment, lost their
To be sure we do not know all the apprehensions, is this one concerning
• It was said that when the late la heads. They were panic stricken.
personal characteristics of previous the future of Byron Boyd, but the
mented Thomas B. Reed was the leader
It seems to me there is some simi
presidents as we know those of Mr. worriment does not concern the* affairs*
of the House, if he made any agree larity and some dissimilarity between
Roosevelt, because we know Mr of this world. So far ag ••hi£rmundane
ment with the Democrats in regard to that panic and our present political
Roosevelt at first hand and out knowl existence is concerned, fiyrcn ^ Royd is
what the Republican policy or position panic in this State.
edge of most former occupants ef this »11 right He would be albright if he
would be on any pending question,
McDowell’s army, flying in disgrace
great office makes them only historic were cant away naked oa.a desolate isthey never thought of doubting his ful rout, were exactly like the leaders
characters. Our teal knowledge of land in mid-Pacific wUli*..t>o—sounds to
word.
of the Republican party, tumbling over
them is largely a matter of tsadhion listen to except th e ’roaring of the hun
Since the organization of this Gover- each other in their mad haste to retreat,
and based upon accounts of contempos- gry wave* »e thejr"shaltered themselves
ment, Presidential electors have been in that both had lost their heads, both
arie* who may have been prejudiced in on the beach, a«d^ the mournful out
chosen to elect a President without any were in panic, and it is hard to tell
their favor or in opposition. Mr. cries of the starving gulls as they hover
obligation except their honor to vote which acted most disgracefully.
Roosevelt is our own contemposaty and ed above his nnde^carcass! For Byron
for any particular candidate and yet, in
They were also alike in that both
we ourselves are able to judge of him Boyd has seen jthe,-waVes of political as
all our history, no single individual has were brave men when not panic stricken
,'4
for ourselves. Not so with the former pirants d as^ "themselves to innocuous
ever
faded to vote as was expected of as the men at Bull Run afterward
feet
and
has
heard
the
presidents whom we know as we know foam at -his
G
iv
e n s * c a ll * n d s a v e m o n e y .
vc.
him. i suppose when Hayes and Til- proved and as the Republicans have in
clamors
o
f
;
unnumbered
political
gulls
the biography and the history of the
detonating in his ears for so long and den were rival candidates for President the past proved in many a well-fought
past.
and the electoral college was almost a battle.
To be sure we know that Washing has becomfe so familiar with them, that
On the other hand, there are at least
ton was exact end >ccutate, ihat he he finds solace and enjoyment in their tie, that fabulous sums of money could
have been raised to corrupt some weak three striking dissimilarities. First, at
loved larming, that he was minute *n j notes*/
the keeping ot' pee.tr ts* fiat he was ■ /Rhe idea thut he cat; stand in need elector, but every man of them carried Bull Run the panic was supposed to
■•• .■V. ■
out the wishes of his constituents.
begin in the ranks and spread to the
dignified in mauuer and efun un^p’v (of help iiom his father-in-law or from
When the Republican National con officers, after great efforts on their par*
ST R IC ftV CASK GfkOCSftY AND MARKET.
proachab'e. We kt*o* that jnelo-yb any living human being is preposterous,
.
•*
to
resist
it.
In
our
battle
it
is
exactly
vention
was
held
in
Chicago
in
1880,
a
was tough and rktetfinmd.
Why, that short and plump and grayin manner and wilin' 0m tlie eiecnti.on : haired counterpart of Puck can give large number of colored delegates were the opposite. The panic begins with
the leaders, but it don’t spread to th?
of hie demands- I n n simile# Way we any politician in Maine cards and present from the South, understood to
knc»w MMnethinjf of
habits spades and still win every game with- be for Grant but some of the Chicago ranks very fast. This fact may be
4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * '4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * *
o f ' A&e**en * the high ctasrctVr o f; out effort. W hen the formula which papers sneered at the idea that they illustrated by the action of the Free
Ma^FoR* Monfoe, Ike Adame** and j npresentu the latent and active power would be able to resist the large bribes! B&ptist State Conference last week.
apme wf the earlier piesidcrtisjf the! of Byron Boyd is developed and put on that might be offered them to betray The question of resubmission was under
•tardy, aomewhat ru«lic, *v>b|e‘l’jittri.: 'paper, h * will he found to have been General Grant and their constituents discussion, and four of our most distin
butee and thaiacterisfU* of Line* In : <quid* to*tlie cube of any other political and vote for other candidates, but the guished leaders plead ably, earnestly,
tbe reileot* determined, positive nature j entity hat has been abroad in Maine balloting demonstrated that from the almost pathetically for surrender and
beginning to the end of the convention resubmission, saying if we are -not
of G ra n t; the genial, quiet am for t w‘) *7c’ore year** or mor?. Years
every
man of them voted true to his j beaten now we shall be two yerrs
m«Kbag Moving thatinuli * erf Clevrlrtinl— and yens ago Hon. Joseph H Manley
hence. When the vote came it showed
>|nd HMill.
| suneiiu. led to him andi was glad constituents.
£
If
any
Pre>idential
elector
or
dele
that, they did not carry a single vote of
I t kas bfceu left to the American j enough to be tolerated in the Kepubligate
to
a
national
or
state
or
county
the rank and file. They had their own
pje of today, however, to know more! can party without asking any question.
convention
should
betray
his
constitu
four votes and no more. Second, the
Spoilt the personality of Presid nt When Mr. Boyd asked Mr. Manley to
army
at Bull Run was flying in a panic
ents he could not be punished by fine
JKooaevlt, than any former generation get out and invited Mr Simpson to
or imprisonment but no possible excuse from an overwhelming defeat, while we
9rtu known of any President, who has take his place, the deed was ‘ accom
or explanation of change of circum are flying from a decided victory.
• f i r lived. From one end of the con • plished as soon as conceived\ and as
T h e Sweetness of the N ew Year
stances
or situation could save him from Third*the army at Bull Run was mak
try to the Other millions of people have soon as the committee was on its feet
is only equalled by the sw eetness of th e m usic D ivine t h a t ’s
the same contempt and disgrace that ing the most desperate efforts to get
Men him personally pndfother millions in good shape the Manley breach
p
en t up in one of those b eau tifu l
for 100 years has been heaped upon the away from the enemy to avoid a sur
•m familiar with his private and with was healed. Mr. Sjmpson saw that Mr.
head of° Benedict Arnold. Our last render, while we are rushing toward
• P IA N O U P R IG H T S T O R 1907
Id* officials life. From his early days Boyd could conduct business at the old
the
enemy
waving
the
white
flag,
state
convention
voted
about
25
to
1
'fli a Harvard student, as police •eommis- stand and conduct it safely, so Simpson
th a t we invite y’ou to buy. L et the closing days of the
shouting surrender! surrender!1- When
against
resubmission.
The
Democratic
holiday season u sh e r into y o u r hom e along w ith th e new
resigned
to
attend
to
his
private
busi
tionlr of New York, as governor of the
we
suggest
that
there
is
no
need
of
sur
State
convention
voted
in
favor.
The
year,
one of these lovely pianos. H om e will be h a p p ie r
preet empire state, as rough rider, as ness and left the conduct of the com
render,
as
we
are
not
licked,
the
hy
and
m
errier and w hat it costs y o u ’ll never miss. Y ou can
Republican
candidate
for
Governor
fighter at Santiago, as author of most mittee in the hands of a railroad law
have one on your own term s.
sterical
reply
comes
back,
we
are
going
argued
against
it;
the
Democratic
can
eater taping books, at bear hunter on yer but always under the careful super
didate for,it. The vottrs of the State to be licked two years hence, and we
Ike plains, as vice president, as family vision of Byron Boyd. And now in
honestly thought and had a rig it to must surrender now.
m an, as President of this great nation, the fullness of time, having removed
B. C. Jordan.
think
that, in voting the Republican
himself fjom suspicion of collusion,
everybody knows him.
ticket,.they
were
voting
against
iesubNa just such American President Byron Boyd will take full charge of the
The Governor’s Message.
mission -arid the part Prohibitionists
aver lived.
Determined, practical, Republican State committee and lift the
voted it! so largely that they lost their
genial, educated, • social' favorite, a party out of the slough into which it
The message of Governor Cobb will
right on the official ballot at the next
man of the people, a peace-makes of dropped in last September’s election.
be
read by more persons than any
The idea that Byron Boyd*needed as election!0 Rvery man who voted the
the natrons, lover ef home and of
other
state document for a quarter of a
Democratic ticket th< ught he was vutchildren a believer in the life of th<- sistance from anybody is too funny to
* *
* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* ^
ing for Mjtubmiesion. Now what better cenur>'' ° " ,he re8ut’miseion •q“e“tion if
apen air and the athlete, Theodore require serious consideration. No mat
te! when ot wheie he may jump, By- than Benedict Arnold are the Kepubli- j he frankl>r admit9 ,hat ,here is a stron*
Roosevelt is simply a wonder, lie Ion Boyd has that cai-like habit of
can members of the Legislature who ; »er‘timent ia fav°r of the proposition to
wants to know about everything that is landing on his feet, which makes him a
should say the circumstances and situa- J - ive the voterB of the atate an <JPPorgoing on in his big country. He has quantity to be reckoned with on every
tion are changed and although our i lunlt5r t0 e ,Pres9 at the Pole’ their
visited ^Imost every portion of it to occasion. And though he may deal
party
is pledged and most of us are in- i °Pin,on of ,he prohibitory law, but he
study its people and see its industries out unsavory and bad-tasting medi
H a v in g b o u g h t o u t th e M r. B illings in terest in the G ra n ite
cines at times, all the politicians like dividually pledged, we shall break all I ho!Js t0 the °Pinion that * rosolution
at first hand. He goes down in a sub Byron Boyd, and are willing to swear
Business,
I shall now give th e M onum ental line mv best a t
these pledges aud trample under foot i t0 submlt lhe prohibitive amendment
ten tio n , and h a v in g had years of e x p erien ce I feel th a t I can
marine war vessel ; he visits state by him Though he slay them, yet do
our agreements, all political honor and I must be in for,n at lea8t 11 Practlcal
satisfy th£ m ost e x a c tin g , and shall keep on hand a select line
lairs : he goes to Panama to see now they trust him And it is faith of this
condemnation by the Legislature of the
integrity, and betray our constituents present prohibitory liquor law. This is
of M onum ents and H ead sto n es in F o reig n and A m erican
kind
that
makes
a
person
a
leader
of
work on the canal is getting on
G ran ite and M arble to select from in th e latest designs. I
and say by our votes that we believe it what we have always claimed. The
men.
Candidly,
and
in
ail
seriousness,
and may be next expected to go up in
shall em ploy no agents. By d e a lin g direct shall be able to
not only is Byron Boyd about the is necessary to so amend our constitu Democratic party for the last six years
an airship to bring from the frozen slickest and best-groomed sample of
give th e very [lowest p rice for first-class w ork. E stim ates
tion as to admit the license of the saloon has made the repeal of the present
arctic the north pole.
given for B u ild in g and M oum entai w ork in all p a rts of of the
manhood at large in Maine at the pre
prohibitory
liquor
law
their
slogan,
and propose to the voters of the State
County'. . A card sent to my ad d ress will receive my prom pt
In all these President Roosevelt is sent time, but his official and political
and the Republican party on the other
to confirm such change?
a tten tio n .
hand have demanded Chat the law
the simple American vithout starch or conduct has been of a kind that has
B. C. Jordan.
conferred honor upon the man and
should remain part of the constitution.
d ig n ity .N o better illustration of his credit upon his party. If he has
The Governor practically says to re
. personality can be had than that in sought and secured some of the most
Panic.
submit this question now will be looked
which we have seen him—in the mud lucrative offices in Maine, he has done
upon as a condemnation of the prohibi
a c l e v ic i. a x i >
».
and amid the machinery of the big nothing more than any of his associates
One of the most curious, ;nexpli- tory law. We quote his own words on
Cttlebra cut of the Panama canal. An would do, "bile in the administration cable, serious and sometimes ludicrous this phase of the question :
of official affairs the career of Mr. Boyd
“ It is extremely unfortunate for
ac«t4 and practical observer, enthusi has been above reproach, and such as exhibitions of human and animal na
what I conceive to be the true cause of
astic' in everything pertaining to his might reflect credit upon any party.
ture, is the panic.
temperance that a resolution to resub
great office, determined on carrying
Oh, no! Nobody has any occasion
It is a trait that always has to be mit the prohibitory amendment must
through projects which he believes to to worry about Byron Boyd. He has considered in all military operations. be in form at least a practical con
be for public betterment— the republic been loyal to his party and honest in It is said that General Anthony demnation by the Legislature of the
his conduct of public affairs. Not Mr.
present policy of prohibition, and not
hae had no such President as Theodore Blaine nimselt in the height of his Wayne, in his attack upon Stony
the women of the family answer this question by
the authorization of a simple referenRoosevelt.
career, could have done more for the Point, during the Revolutionary War, j dun. to ascertain the people’s views.”
purchasing more than two millions lingers each
W e may differ with him on some perpetuation of the Republican party realizing how desperate was the un- j Li our columns we are giving this
year. There is a good reason for this. It is shown
measures ; we may not believe in every than Byron Boyd has done. Whatever dertaking and the danger of panic, gave I wee^ letters written since the Septemconclusively at every ►Singer Store, or by any
,
., . e
.
, i her election for the Portland Evening
public measure which he advocates, set-back the party has received was not orders
that
if
any
man
in
the
ranks!,.
,
u
n
T
,
e
.
,e
,
due to the following Mr. Boyd’s advice.
Singer Salesman.
3
,
Express, by B. C. J< rdan of Alfred.
we m a^not approve his policy in evpry As a sample species of the genus prac flinched or showed any signs of panic, \ r 0 There isn’t any question where
E asy paym ents, L iberal discounts for cash or shoit
contingency, indeed we have fearlessly tical politician, Mr. Boyd is among the his fellow in the rank, next in the rear, Mr. Jordan stands on the resubmission
tim e paym ents.
criticised him in some of his official best ever made. Instead of dropping should immediately run him through question. We shall publish more of
from
public
view
on
retirement
from
acts.
This, however, does not
with his bayonet. This seemed severe j ,*iese lett^r8 >n the weeks to come.
,
* , , T
,1
J In these days of political cowardice it
detract from the simply wonderful office, he is about to step forth into
ami cruel, but I supposed the command j is refreehi ' t0 fi^d men ,iUe jj c .
mako-up of his personality and his wider fields of activ ty and usefulness.
57 S pring St.
character as we have briefly given it Maine never had but one Byron Boyd. was given on the ground that it was Jordan, who have the courage of their
—Bangor
News.
better
for
the
coward
to
die
than
for
convictions.
in outline.
j
A L L T H E H O M E N E W S.

Subscriptions in arrears $1.60 per year

Grocery

AND

Market

Kendall Street.

i;

NEW GOODS
NEW STORE
A FULL LINE.
Hkving moved to the building south
of Clark’s Hotel ; I shall conduct a
first-class Meat Market and Grocery,
and shall continue to manufacture
home* made sausage.

My Meats are the best to be had.

Poultry of all kinds.

W IL B U R S. S M IT H
XEVPALX. STREET.

i — n«aor

\

■* %

t i r i

T h e H o u lto n M u sic S to re

A. E. ASTLE, Prop.
P . S. B E R R IE , M gr.

4 4 4

A Change in Business

w . H. WATTS,

Which Sewing Machine
is the Best

A . S . F.-.udlay. A gent.

*4

W«<iri®«ci«y. January

&>
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HOULTON I
TRUSTMMPANY j Chamois
RESPONSIBILITY
C « p ito l,....................................... $60,000,00
..........................$15,000.00

Liability,...... $60,000.00
$135,000 00

Conducts, GeneralBanking Business.
Savings Department.
Trust Department.
Safe Deposit Vaults.
Interest at the rate of 3 1-2 per oent. |
par annnm paid on Savings Aeoounts
ooBtpoonded June 1st, and December
lit, in each year.
Private boxes to rent, for safekeeping
of papers, securities, Jewelry, silver
ware Ac., from $3 to $10. per year.
Yoor patronage is solicited. Prompt
attention given to all business. . Call
l td see ob,
BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
iArchibald
SanauelJLane
>If. Burleigh William A. Martin
IOn Gllpetrlek
James K. Plummer
IGeo. A.Gorham
Beecher Putnam
jUnison 0. Hussey Thomas P. Putnam
Edwin L. Vail

LOCAL

NEW S

Dollars Saved
T H IN K OF IT.

B. of L. E nad E. pins at Osgood's,
New stock of ladies Lockets st Osi Open evenings.
*
good's. Open evenings.
j 1
#
^ • ,#
% #•
90
in
Miss Turner of Houlton,
• Ca’.l* atvNelsohJlros.*r*and hear their
* .
.
4 •
new.records and phonographs.
*•
Old tow n h-m week visiting friends.

Vests

Cor. Market Sq. and
Water St,
HOULTON, - MAINE.

THE

i'o protect, o n e fro m sud-g W’hi'ii i i 'u r w a tc h s to p s t a k e it to | Cut gla«s and'bric/a-brac at Jewett’s.
J e w e t t ’s a n d they c a n fix it fo r you
The) awe some’choice fiieccs^l
^jiien changes in iheweathe
* .'77 ' ;
, <? *' 5
l
from extreme cold to pro-j^ John Hilton, was in Danforth last John0.\V.atsbn was in;°'Bangor, Satur
'.
/- • .
. - day, on. business/
tect the chest when suffering week visiting friends.
jr -.. ■ ' 7•' V " ' " V.*;-*’ f; .
from lung trouble, nothingB A full line of Talking Machines^;can •<_. AlLgoods bought'of;Osgdod’;,will|*be
be seen at Nelson Bros’. Music^Store; engraved free of charge.
■
7
•
*. &:-t ■y
uite so effective as a^
Watches are selling fast aj Qsgqod’s?
Charles Gosoell visited his home .'in
chamois vest
We hiivt^ Its the prices. Open evenings^©ej ^ (1 .Sherman
Mills last week.
* •L • ■
them either plain or lined.^ Hon. M.• M.®* Clark * returnedMrom’
Watch chains, charms, and a watch3
•Vt? to'jfasten to it can be found at iew ett’V
Either the p ’ain or lined Augusta, on Thursday last.
iVcan be laundered the same
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Lewin returned
Ntw records for the Edison
and'
• •
is a piece of woolen cloth, Victor Talking Machines at Jewett’s. to;Ohicago jasf week.
a They will last several sea
Theie is lots of pleasure in a talking •.{Signet Hat Pins,in Gold Filled •anil
•*
machine,
and some good records. Call •Sterling Silver at Osgood’s /
jfeons, and certainly they are
at
Nelson
Bros
,
and
hear
theirs.
Miss Mae.Sincock Has returned-, to
most effective in protecting
Boston.-tp pursue her musical studies. •
Hon.
Beecher
Putnam*
returned
from,
!
° *
"p * * •7, ’
•
-Z*
the body and in preventing
\ .Engraving .of all kinds done in a neat1
Augusta,
Friday
night,
to
attend
sqme
sudden colds, especially in
..Uti. 8
A?,,
_-• at Jewett’s.
t___ .;i
and;ta
ty. manner
business matters of importance. .
.
»■'
.
• Vo'
•c•
long cold drives. *Worn by
Osgood’s prices on all Watches^ L-Ben .Green’s big sale commences Sat;*
many people.
Clocks and Jewelry are still the lowest urday and there will be some genuine,

I

—

j

H.J. HathewayCo. i

J. K. P lummer , Fro*.

Iff;"A* ICa k iv , Vice Pro-.
-- T homas P. P utnam , Treas.

Standard Linim eat Depot.

A t t n AND PILE CURE

bargains; See page 8‘.
,**'•
•,
e
s.
* * -';
“ The.dittle store with the big sto^lf
Roland E. Clark has been appointed,
by Gov. Cobb, as a public adminiStra-* *ris at -5,^2 Market Sq. Don’t forgeti
; / / ML James Moir who has been in
tor.
•
*«£••.*.
Don’t play# thfi same olcTrecords •all the Houlton offiee of the R, T. Prent^
has been transferred
to The
the time, but go»to Jewett’s. 'O r 'v - y . liss^Co.,
p •*•> *■ ;,•;•
• ■ • c:: , : ;•
Presque
Isle
office.
..
'.
Mrs. Cody, wife ef Dr. *Cody, of
in Aroostook.

*

.

I can save you money on
anything wanted in my l^ e

HARDW ARE
AND
tf" V%
' 'r:T>
.•“SO

G R O C E R IE S

J t have a complete stock in both lines
•* ‘Everything that is needed, on the
farm, or around the house.
P'or a few days I will give . . . .

. 20 lbs. Sugar,
1 lb. Black or Oolong 50c Tea
fl
For $1.50.
3 Cans Maine Corn 25c.

*•

Call and g et my prices, and see for
yourself liow I can help you.
_

*

E V K N IN G S .

M. G SOMERVILLE

Millinockwt and Miss Cody are 'in^town , Alarm clocks are cheap at Jewett’s,
MMMf Showing what it was to suffer, I
the
guests of Mrr i \ A . Gellerson.
-‘ and you cannot -aff >rd * tef' be [ without
fH K C w lglva FREE OF CHARGE, to
qne. c
.
/ : V..“
opoaikive cure for Eczema, Salt
Whitcomb Afc» Riley ate offering a
Piles aid Skin Diseases.
• T.be meeting of . the womap’s^club at
T softer longer, WritoF.
fine opportnni!y#to the ladies of» getting
400 ManKaSnn Avenue, The Aroostook Times one year 81.00.
Foresters hall was’ well attendetf^and
» set of dishes free. • *
* ft vscc
Stamp.
very, dnteresting to all those who wero
_ .
. •Don t strain yqu* eyes, but,.'go to fortunate enough to be there;
,j'
Jewett’s and have softie glesseeffitted.
•
•
••
The, T im e s ’ advertisers are always
D. L. Cummings of Houlton, was in
•pleased ,”at results, one man Kad.>.six
Augusta last week in attendance,^ the
aliswefs to a twenty-five cent ad. in’
annual meeting o$the
Maine#?ish n\.and^<
•
•
A” « • thedast issue.
Game BMOciatum
v>.
Mk Cyrus McCready a Houlton boy,
We
ind«b!e«J <oj^ochVi®’,s. Dru g
^v-h'o is now employed in . Bangor, s.ang^J
Stoae,
M. Davuf, a*‘d Iff. Geo,/.i^oi^
?a. ‘^>lo .at the annual Tt^uriion bf-Th^
yoke agent fot 4k&*Uai®*‘ Central
Shaw.’s/-Business College bti SatuXdayb
Insurance Co., fot yetf aftiaic,Aahd:i(sVtt.
tractive calendatst
•"
Jonri.A.„Millar has just* taken stock
*»
*i
*
Geo. Richards,*’reVunjed from a busi and find;p-that
he has more'Teafthan he
ness trip to Boston and New York
ought to,, and so will give his . custo
markets Saturday morning, where he
mers the benefit of a.low price to clean
secured some bargains that he will give
them up‘/ :V '
*
hi& patrons the benefit of.
Mr. A*.’’C. Cary, who has been very
CONSULTATION FREE.
Miss Mary Crawford, who has been prominent in Fort Fairfiefds’ mercan
in Houlton for a number yf years, left tile, and social* life, died on Friday
last week for New Hampshire, where last, after a- long illness. The sympa
she has a fine position as Stenographer thy of their many friends is extended
for a large lumber concern.
t0 them in their bereavement.
Carl Donworth, yvho has been .visit
Mr. R. L Turney, one of Houlton’s
ing Mrs. Doherty during the holi well known hardware^men will leave
days, was in Presque Isle last week, this week for California, where he will
Ship them to us. We can handle for you to
the guest of Miss Mary Dudley. He spend the winter, he will accompany
fo o d advantage. Write us for quotations.
left for school, Monday night.
Mr. W. H. Gray of Portland, who is an
Miss Nettie Gerry, who has been in° annual visitor to the Pacific coast.
the employ of.tbe Newell Millinery Co.
The series of Railroad stones which
as
head saleswoman, has resigned her are running complete, in each issue of
23-25 R ich m o n d S t . B O ST O N . M A SS.
position, to accept a very lucrative the T imes, are proving to be very in
21-22-23 Boston and Maine Produce Market.
position tn one of the largest of Boston’s teresting, and the management has re
M EM BERS:
retail stores, in- the millinery, depatt* ceived many compliments for the idea,
B O S T O N F R U IT a P R O D . E X C H A N G E .
ment.
and those who are not reading them are
BOSTON MARKET CREDIT ASSOCIATION.
Jan. i7thT* Mr.-Geor A. Hagerman missing much.

M ansur Block,

W ater St,

I

Mice aid Residence, 30 Market Sq.
HOULTON, MAINE.

Hi

L A N E

6

CO.

will give a recital .at his.parlors in the
f ,mbie„,blockT - This, recital* will be the
thifdvinJtheTseriesUhat he'is giving this
winter to introduce new songs and reco.rds-To.THe1•Houlton public. The pro
gram rwill be given’ later and will con
tain special attractions lor church choir
leaders.* These recital's are for the
public.

Reference, Fourth National Sank.

A n honest desire tq please,
customers and just equival*
and for their money shall
give character to my bus

Hon. Chas. ¥. , Daggett of Presque
Isle, has been chosen to serve as a
member of the Govenors’ council from
the Seventh distict, and we are sure that
Aroostook ind> Washington Counties
could not be better represented, as Mr.
Daggett is a man, who has the confi
dence of the people, as an upright,
honest and fearless lawyer, who has no
peer in this section, as a foremost and
reliable citizen, and Go>. Cobb is to be
congratulated that he has such a man
for one of his advisers.

iness of 1907.
I thank you for the very
liberal patronage of 1906.

Geo. A. Hagerman,
FRISBIE

BLOCK.

WILLIAM
TELL
FLOUR
According to the hi 4ln*.st authority—the
housewife—is the be.il t'miir ib the wrufitT
liaises best, bakes l**st, tastes t*-ft.

FOR 8ALE EVERYWHERE.

ASK FOR IT.

A. H. FOGG GO., I istributers, Houlton.

e

F. W. Cram, Pres., of the B. Ac A.
R. R. and Vice Pres., and General
manager Percy L. Todd were in town
Saturday in Mr. (Tam’s private car,
calling on the business men, and look
ing over the road. Mr. Tood will re
lieve Mr. Cram of a great many of the
duties that he hjis had to attend to and
will also give him more otime to attend
to#the new bramH which the B Ac A.
are to consttuct °the coming year. Mr.
Todd’ecwiesO
to:,this road with years of
experience* cwrth some of the largest
roaiir i» the ‘country, and the B. Ac A.,
is ceriavdy to b’e .. congratulated upon
securing such ah° experienced, and bril
liant man to manage ila a ffa irs .T h e y
started Monday foe Fort Keat? having
Veen ovef the liae aaeth t f K svltee.

‘ The directories have been issued by
the Independent Telephone Co., and
the same can be had by applying to
the office in the Frisbie block. These
books were done by the Job Depart
ment of 4the T im k 8, and the subscribers
who came in after the books went to
press were also printed at this office
but the work of putting them in the
books was done at the Telephone
office.
The next entertainment in the
Woman’s Club course, will be held in
Society Hall on Tuesday, Jan. 15, and
will be given by the Juanita Boynton
Co. of Boston. The popularity of this
company is attested by the magnificent
audiences and unbounded enthusiasm
with which it is geeted wherever it
appears.
A combination of artistic
talent seldom equalled, its tour each
season is an unbroken series of brilliant
successes. Miss Juanita Boynton is a
reader of extraordinary dramatic ability,
whose interpretations and selections
display a wonderful versatility and an
exquisite art. Mr. Pallas Brown is an
acknowledged genius in the manipula
tion of the violin. Miss Ethel Johnson
thrills all lovers of vocal music with
her rich mezzo-soprano voice, and Miss
Annie Lewis Vivian, as a piano accom
panist, proves her remarkable mastery
of that instrument.
-The -Bureau
willingly places its- reputation-back of
this company, and .bespeaks for 0 it
greater triumphs-.this’ season than ever
before.
Tickets areq.fifty cents, with
reserved seats” twenty five cents addit
ional, and they will be on sale at
ikvin and Davenports, on Jan. 14tK

a^a a^a a^a

FERTILIZER

n
O

0
IC /A N D P O T A T O E S

Y*

---------------------------------

W e are now ready to sell F ertilizer

<

and contract Potatoes for 1907.
Every farmer that tried our goods this year is
pleased with the result. No one that bought of
us was disappointed. Every one got his Fertilizer
in good season and in good barrels. We filled or
ders for 1,0 0 0 tons this year that others -could not
fill after they had sold the goods. Is this not
worth consideration when you are buying for next
year ?
We guarantee our Fertilizer to work good in the
planter.
We have an agent in every town on the m ain
line of the B. & A. Road from Sherman to Van
Buren, as well as every town on the A shland
Branch and the Fort Fairfield Branch.
See us or our agen ts before you place your orders.

>
<
of Carter & Corey Co. J
v i_=i i:r- ns ion i Tiay

Let the Men Wash

if they won’t buy you an O. K. W ashing Machine.
does the work quicker,
better and much easier
than any other washing
machine on the market.

»

o k

An 8 Y e ar Old Boy o r G irl C an Run If
while you hang up the clothes. Saves lots of tim e and hard worjc
and <h «:s away with wasb-day backach* s. The O . K . declares 52
d iv id e n d n year, payable every waahda y. We urea that you go and

eeo the O. K. at vour iooal deale r 's store*

M. C. SOMERVILLE.
A G E N T S W A N T E D FO R T H IS

M A C HINE.

I
READ PAGE 8.
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Mrs. Cox and her children of Robin
"Mrs S. ’H Hanson visited her
son were visiting in Hoult’on last week. brother, Dr. McKay, in Millinocket
OK
Miss Moses Burpee and Miss Mary last oweek.
Burpee registered at the Bangor House,
Herman Anderson returned last
week, from New Swecden, where he
Tuesday.
Miss Effie Milligan returned to has been visiting his parents.
Houlton last week after spending a
Mrs. George Grant of Lincoln street
few days in JPresque Isle.
and her guest, Mrs. Gideon Dow .of
F. E. 3anborn of Houlton was in
M ia M. F. Finnegan ha* beer, viaitElty Guiou .and Ernest Scribner, who Bangor, went to Woodstock, Saturday
Bangor, Tuesday.
lwr home in Brewer.
have been visiting • their grandmother to spend the Sabbath.
ARE BEST
Miss Helen Hamilton of Woodstock, in Presque Isleo returned home last
John Q. Chadwick was in Bangor,
Mrs. B. A Jones of Lynn, * Mass,
was in town last week visiting friends. week.
on hnaineM last week.
who.has been visiting friends in Houl
, ‘f • •
"
Rev. J. A. Ford will preach at
Hon. Ira O. Heraey, was in Bangor
The*arrival of.' E. *L. Cleveland - in ton. returned to Millinocket last w ek,
White Settlement next Sunday at 2 p. Texas has begn announced, *where he \vhere she will visit her daughter, Mrs.
laOC week on legal business.
Ifiae Emma Morehouse of Ashland, m.
has gone to look after the seed, sales Geo. McKay.
6
e
Peter Watson who has been at of the E. L’. Cleveland Co.
is visiting friends in Houlton.
• We are issuing a supplement to this
Miss Mattie Hogan of Houlton who weeks edition containing the Governor’s
Chas. K. F. Stetson of the B. dr A. Stockton Springe, returned to Houlton,
has been teaching in Presque Isle has message and also other interesting
engineering force was in Bangor last last week.
Hon.
W.
W.
SewaJi,
Collector
of
accepted a p’osition as book-keeper for reading for the benefit of our town and
week.
county readers.
Customs
for
the
Houlton
district,
w*s
J.^H. JO’Donnell of that place.
Hon. M. M. Clark, was in Augusta
in
town
on
business,
Saturday.
*£•
.
The attention of our readers is called
ve.
Miss
Katherine
Littlefield,
instructor
lasC week at the opening of the legis
Mrs, O. Newhouse, returned from in music at Ricker lassical Institute, to an article on page two of this issue,
lature.
Mrs. W. C. Donnell accompanied Boston last week where she went with’ returned Friday evening from a visit to on Byron Boyd, who is well known,
not only in Houlton but in Linneus,
her mother's in Providence, R. I.
her daughter back to school in Brook* the remains of her late husband. •
Aroostook
and
Penobscot
Union
The entertainment committee of the and it expresses our sentiments.
Bae Monday.
Those who attend the entertainment
Pomona
Grange
No.
17,
will
meet
Congregational
church have made ar
W e C h a lle n g e C o m p a r is o n s
Miss Mamie Densmore, spent the
in
Society
Hall,
Tuesday
next,
certainly
with
Monticello
Grange
on
Jan.
17,
rangements
with
Commander
Robt.
E.
past week in Millinocket visiting re
1907.
Peary to give a lecture in Houlton, have a treat, in store for them, as this
latives and friends.
Company is of the same excellence that
somo
time in April.
Miss Lillian Lougee, is teaching the
D L. Parks a former resident of
all the other entertainments have been.
fifth
grade
in
the
Pleasant
St.
school,
Collector
of
Customs,
Hon.
W.
VV.
D o n ’t B u y B e f o r e S e e i n g
Houlton is running a Skating Rink in
Bernard Archibald who is attending
formerly taught by Miss Annie Pen Sew all, and Deputy Collector Jenks
Watorville, this winter.
nington.
leave here today for a trip to Seven the U. of M. Law school in Bangor is
Them
Mia. Harvey Watson of Kirkland,
Islands, near Quebec, where they will supplying in the choir of the UniverDr.
Fitzmaurice
has
gone
to
New
IV. B .t grbo has been visiting friends
salist church during the absence of the
York on his annual trip, to take a visit some large lumber operations.
here baa returned home.
course of post graduate woik and will
Those who have not paid their taxes regular bass, and on Sunday sang one
Mrs. 0 . S. Gray, Mrs F. W. Mun- return to Houlton, Jan. 31.
are reminded that from Jan. 1, all taxes of Dudley B uck ’ s selections.
, bam, Mrs. A. M. Farrell all of HoulThe continued mild winter weather
The monthly Vesper Service of the are drawing 12 per cent, interest. VV.
toNU wore in Woodstock last week.
reminds
us that there are worse places
F.
Titcomb
reports
that
they
are
being
Unitarian church will be held next
Miss Estelle Kelley of Woodstock, Sunday at 4 p. m., subject of address, paid to quite an extent.
than Aroostook county in which to
was the guest ot her sister Mrs. Rennie “ Grand Old Men.” All welcome.
During the past
The lumber is now being 1. luled to spend the winter.
Bteveneoa on Highland Ave, last week
week
the
days
have
been delightful
Mrs. J. I. Mosher, Miss Mabel Crescent park where F. E. Stevenson
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Powers, return. Whitney and Miss Charlotte Brooks <> is to build a large addition to his pa with the exception of one stormy day.
«d from n trip to Augusta, where they Calais, were the guests ot Mrs O. A. vilion. The -dance floor will be 60 by
The followiug officers of Portia
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cbss P. Kins* Hodgins for a few days last week.
35 feet. It will be boilt over the Rebecca Lodge will be installed this
man.
At thfe annual meeting of the Med-- water and a large shelter for launches Wednesday evening for the ensuing
year :—N. G., Mrs. Cora Davis ; V. G ,
Irving L. Stetson of the Cash Fufn- uxnekeag Club held last week, it was will be made underneath.
tare Co., returned last week from voted to extend the privileges ot the
The committee appointed By the Mrs. Cora Whitney ; Sec., Mrs. Jennie
Brunewicl where be baa been visiting Club to the ladies every Thutsday° un Merck ants’ Association will have’ a Whitcomb ; Treas., Mrs. Carrie Chad
l b patents.
meeting this week, and the TimEs as wick.
til April 1st
“ Our next issue,” wrote the editor
Bernard Archibald, who is a member
Mr. Ralph 8. Cushman has been se well as many of the prominent citizens
(flf the Sonior Class at U. of M. Law cured by the T imes in the job depart of Houlton are willing to lend what of an exchange, “ wiU be exceedingly
School spent the holidavs wi*h friends ment, and being a man who has hac aid they can to this enterprise, which interesting as it will contain the names
of all our delinquent subscribers,” But
Aft Tapeham, and ie now at home for fifteen years' experience a* ft practice means so much to the town.
when the time came to send out the
mmaiMSP f t the vocatioa.
Ricker
Travel
Class
will
meet
Jan
printer, we are better prepared than
next
issue it was discovered that there
,Taii rieta* 1882 drew the dinner set ever to do up-to-date job printing 14th with Miss Benn, 16 High Street
were
no delinquent subscribers. They
Program :—Piano Solo, Miss Packard
last we*fc at Nfa** Store, th> holder of promptly and in • tasty manner.
We have finished taking stock and find we are
had all paid up !
Current
Events,
Miss
Gilman
;
Read
llnvondar ticket 175 also drew one which
A very pretty piece of headwork was
Rockabema Lodge I. O. O. F. have
over-loaded on Tea, so will make extra low prices
Sau ha\e by calling at the White executed by Jas Longataff of Ludlow, Chapters XXII <Si X X III of “ The
elected the following officers for the
Abbot,”
Chap
XXIV,
Miss
Millar
on the same for ten days.
on Tuesday, when he stopped a pair of
TUi many friend* in Houlton of Dt horses and sled that started in Union XXV, Miss Cassidy; XXVI Miss ensuing year : N. G., Chas. A. Lyons;
V. G , O. A. Jacobs; Sec , C. B
We will sell a
nay W. Johnson of Loe Angeles Square, and had it not been for his Davis.
.. will be pained to learn of his promptness, a great deftl *f damage
Albert Klien, who for the past two Whitcomb; Treas., Geo. H. Wiggin.
s odden death which occurred laet week would have resulted.
years has been an assistant photogra Mr. C. L. Fox who has been secretary
of the lodge during the last ten years
S tw g e a native of Carleton Co N. B ,
Work on the Elks' CVrbia ftrogress pher at Bryson’s studio, has rented a was obliged to resign the office this
ok eN ho had maay friends as well as ing well under the aupeSviMou of Mar studio at Presque Isle and will start
year on account of poor health. The
h i Aroostook County.
tin Lawlis, and hat week oil of the business there in the near future. He installation takes place on Thursday
Mr. C. M. Daggett State Secretary windows were put place. These are will be leader of the band in that town night.
<ft# Boy* Work of the Y. M. C. A , we* of plate glam and add wry much to and will organize an orchestra. He
Washington’s birthdav this year
In town Tuesday, and left for Presque the looks of the building en account of will be greatly missed in the Houlton
Ole warrant time teas fieall rlflfit or Money fiaen.
falls
on Friday, Memorial day on
band
and
Bryson’s
orchestra
Ido 00 tks noon train, in the interest ot iheiv artistic make-up. The finish is
Thursday,
July
Fourth
on
Thursday,
Apnoal Conference of the being put on and the metal ceilings are
Charles T. Taylor, an old and res
The Court Street Grocer and Confectioner.
deportment, to be held in Water* going on in a very satisfactory manner. pected citizen of Ilodgdon, passed his Labor day on Monday, Sept. 2,
Thanksgiving
day
on
Nov.
28,
and
Jan 25-26-27. 1907.
87th milestone on Tqesday, Jan. 8th.
S H. Hanson has been engaged by
Christmas day on Wednesday. Then
, m| n T. A. W. Gilbert of the U of the Colby Dramatic Club of Waterville, He spent part of the day and ate his will be four eclipses, in the following
= 3 0 E = 3 0 E = =
, 0 = 1
M v | ! givo a talk to the farmers of to coach them for the play that they birthday dinner with his daughter Mrs. order: Jan 14. a total eclipse of the
ihfc eecrion on the subject of 8toek will give the lout of thie term, “ Half W. W. McDonald on Kelleran St. sun, invisible in Maine; Jan. 29, a
I M ia g , at Grange Hall, Saturday, back Sandy,” boilt on a foot ball plot, Despite his 87 years, Mr. Taylor is partial eclipse of the moon, invisible in
JaH. IS at S w x . This will he free to and those who have reed it sey it will still active and hearty and enjoys riding Maine ; July 10, an annular eclipse of
i i l i d should be patronised by every make a great kit. Mr. Haneon has to town oftea behind his lively horse.
the sun, invisible in Maine; July 24, a
fklWMt and stock raiser in southern had a great deal of experience in this
The Fact and Fiction Club will partial eclipse of the moon visible in
Aiftftfttook.
line, and the Colby Dramatic Club are meet Jan. 12th, with Mrs. Geo. B. Maine, if you sit up till midnight.
f i n annual meeting of the atock- lobe congratulated upoa ceeutieg his Dunn. The lollowing is the program :Those who attend the masquerade
lialders of tho Fi-st National Bank, ssrvises.
Roll call. Names of the Presidents. party, Friday night -of this week are
tMf held ot the banking rooms Tues
1789-1872, promised lots of fun.
A eery delightful eftemeen wee p**« Period of weakness
All sorts of
day Jan. 9 1907, and the old board of ed at the pleasant home of Mre. H. T.
Mrs. Koon characters are to be there. Kings and
WATER TAKERS NOTICE.
dtosoiMe was elected for tbs ensuing Frisbie on Thursday last, when all of The war of 1812
tramps, queen* and ragpickers, brown
,C H. Pierce, A. W. Madigan, the ladies of tho (Joitorioo Society The story of “ The star-spangled
ies and fairies, ghosts and hobgoblins,
a DonnoU, A. H. Fogg, A. T were entertained at whist. These who banner,”
Mrs. Johnson hayseeders and Spanish dancing girls,
»,H. T. Friabie, W. P. Mansur were net able to attend were eilewed Reading—“ Wish-ton-wish.”
Japanese ladies and
tin soldiers,
fh eponagson of Clarenee Murray substitute#, and at € o’clock delicious
On Thursday evening the annual Indians and Squaws, Irish Emigrants
•tiding on North Street, on Sat* refresh mentv were served and * number parish supper of the first Congrega just landed and green enough to suit
for the present quarter are due and
Wldiy waa ran over by a tingle team, of the gentlemen appeared eu the eecne tional church was held at the vestry, anybody, clowns, news agents, police
and
partook
of
the
very
tempting
W>d jutto badly eat about the head so
followed by the church and parish men, hunters, auto fiends and many
p ayable from Jan, 1st Sec. F ifth, R u les
>4hat a number of stitches were neces spread, previous to which • goodly meetings at which the prospective others. The march will form at eight
an d R egu lation s.
Mrji The hoy was sliding down the sum had been added to tho orgtu food pastor was talked over, and action o’clock, after which those wishing to do
kill on Riverside street, and did not see
The following item from tho Evening taken which will tend to making ar so can unmask. Tickets fll.00 a couple
tho team until ho was right under the Chronicle of Spokane, Wash.A will be rangements for his coming
The and 25 cents for ladies and children.
lied. It was not the faolt of the of interest to the T ints reader*: “ The society has had no pastor since spring,
Fifth. All water rates should be payable at the office o f the
driver, hut there is a custom of sliding parlors of the Hotel Halliday were although the other branches of the
Company, ° quarterly in advance, on the first days o f January, April,
Married.
en the roods In different parts of the the scene. Dee 26, of a pretty church work have been continued very On Dec. 26, 1906, in Conconully,
July and October in each year, and if not paid within ten days after
tnwa whkh make* it dangerous for the wedding, when J. Adrian Scott of 8alt successfully, end the proepects for a Mr. Clay Fruit of Okanoaan Valley,
the same are due, the water shall be shut off without further notice
hope as well at for teams.
and not let on again except on payment o f two dollars.
Lake City, Utah, and Miss Salome W new pastor are very bright.
and Mis'j Mariel Holmes Ma’sh of
T k t fiaaqjU of the telephone hearing Fulton of Bridgewater, Me., were unit
Quite a number of our local horse Houlton, Maine, were married, Rev.
Whkh was hold in Caribou Dec. 28th, ed in maariage. The wedding occurred men enjoyed some good sport Saturday A. W. Trine officiating.
befove the County Commissioners after at noon and the officiating clergymen afternoon, in witnessing some closely
Mr. Fruit has been well and favor
the selectmen had refused the Inde was Rev. A. S. Tuttle. Mr. and Mrs contested speed contests on the ice. ably known throughout Okanogan for a
pendent Co., permission to enter the Scott will leave this morning for on *»• In the principal race of the afternoon number of years, and report has it that
town, was announced on Saturday last, tended tour of the cities of th* Pecific there were six starters. Lena Wilkes, the estimable lady that he has chosen
hut it took tho beat part of the week coast, going to San Francisco, Los An owned and driven by O. B. Buzzell, for his future helpmate is entirely
for them to decide upon the con geles and San Diego, and oftef two proved too much for any other steed worthy of the fine fellow and able busi
32s Acres, cuts 60 tons of h a y ,
dition! undar which they should be weeks returning to 8a!t Leke City, and easily won the money. Sherman ness man which she has accepted as her
AT THE
1000 cords h ard wood, 100 000.
admitted The conditions were en where they expect to reside, tho groom Page of the B. & A., won the second husband.
tirely satisfactory to the Independent being city passenger agent fet several race on the program which was hotly
They “ stde a march” on their River feet of lumber, one and one half
Co., and they will be allowed to do *ailroads in that city. After tho cere contested. There is much enthusiasm side friends by starting for Alma “ on story house, 10 rooms, barn 42 x 56*1
basinets in the bustling town of Cari mony Rev. Mr. Tuttle informed Mr being manifested among our horsemen a business trip” and then continuing
hou. For reasons best known to th* Scott that he hod officiated ot the and several good speed contests are the drive to Conconully, with the re with shed 20 x 45» stable 3° x 4°»
selectmen of Caribou they refused the marriage of his father, in Andovct Boy, •cbeduled to take place during the next sult stated.
wood shed an 4 carriage house 25
A complete line of Hot
few weeks.
diet application, but at the last hear Now Brunswick, 49 years ogo.
The Argus joins their many friends
x 50 , hen house 16 x 66, all in fine
ing the voice of the business men as
The following Item the MiUbftd ft
Water Bottles in assorted
Ai the regular meeting of Houlton in wishing them a long life of happiness
repair, only four miles to the rail
woll as formers was all in favor of their H Daily New# wiU interest som< Lodire No. 176, N. E. O P., held in and prosperity
sizes have just arrived
Icing admitted.
Houlton people: The wedding of Mi*» Perk’s Hall, the following officers
road
fresh from the manufac
W eath er Report,
Aooocdiag to the annual report of Salome Vogel, daughter of Mr. and were installed for the ensuing year,
Price $3500.
turer.
These bottles are
Week
Ending Wednesday,, Dec. 19.
rs. William Vogel, South Mam street, by Deputy Grand Warden, Chas.
C ol SUktt C. Dill as inspector'general
T
h
is
place
is
a
Bargain
1907.
made
from
new, strong
of rifle practice, Co. D. c-f the first, and Harry Gtam formerly bookkeeper E. Perk*, assisted by Bros. Holyoke,
Below Above
A s the owner is in poor health,
Norway, for the third ti me has the at Swift A Co.’s, local refrigerator, McDonald, sister Jacobs and others.
rubber with tight seams
honor of leading the State i n figure ot took place at Boston last evening, Mrs. Junior Part Warden, Julia M Thursday,
atid must sell at once.
and
perfect fitting stop
27
merit, increasing its tplen J id figure of Vogel, mother of the bride, and her Holyoke; Warden, Core* L. Davis; Friday,
Come
or
write
at
once
to:
pers
insuring
perfect satis
Saturday,
• .,22
198 28 for 1906 to 143 for 1906 lister being among the witnesses of the Vice Warden, Ella Cassidy ; SecSunday,
4
faction.
Remember
every
H. D, W H I T T E N CO.
Sixteen of the company qualified as ea- ceremony. Miss Vogel made no secret fetavy, Chafe." E. Perks; Financial
Monday,
19
of
her
intention
to
wed
as
has
been
in
m
S.
Perks
;.
Treasurer,
Abbie
Sec.,
pert riflemen, eleven as sharpshooter*
one guaranteed. Ask to
. . .SO
Real E state A gents
. 6
and the remaining 23 ua markemee. timated, sad previa*# to her departure L. McDonald ; Chaplain, Florence Tuesday,
see
them.
Bank B lock
Pittsfield Me.
15
Co- L. Second infantry, Houlton, ie in for Boston yesterday afternoon with SJipp; "Guide,0 Motlie Donovan; Wednesday,
1906 .
Dep. C
Cgflond place for the float time, its hot mother, told a Daily News reporter Guardian, Mary J. Riley; Sentinel,
n-* • #
8
flgnree being 83.20 aa against 76 82 that she was to live in Boston. She Leighton Shaw; Trustee Tor 3 years, Thursday,
When looking for a little healthy
29
a ,, f v <,
last year. Co. M. First infantry, asked Ihot the matter be not meutiooed Geo McNair. A pleasing •part of the Friday,
A
past time call in and roll a game on
21
Westbrook, takes third honors with a until after the ceremony wo* performed. meeting, was the presentation'of gold Saturday,
^9
Terrill's lew Regulation
Bowling
0
°•
figure of 82 76 a* against 60.88 last No license to wed wot secured hy either Sionor badges to two members, Marcia Sunday,
alleys, east store, Thibadeau block,
4
year. Co. B Second infantry, Lewis bride or groom in Milford. Mr. Glen A. Jacobs, and Chas. E. -Perks, Tor Monday,'
Prescriptic
rialty
8
Main St.
ton, is fourth with a figure of 74 18 ea was employed here until loot June, securing the largest percentage of new Tuesday,
41
5 W ater :
Iton.
•gainst 67.44 last year. Co. F. infan wheu ho was transferred *« substitute members. A large number of members’ Wednesday.
That great clearance sale is going on
at
Taken
by
Fox
Bros.,
week
days
(Bookkeeper
in
the
8wift
house*
He
i§
try, Sanfoid. i* fifth with » figure of 70
were present, and the installation was
now at the New York Store.
! .
6.30 ▲. m. , sad Sundays at 8 a. m.
••w stationed ot Laconia, N. I k
followed by nfifahmente.
• I ftfilMt ALSO lest
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£ MILLAR S STORE

Nice clean Oolong Tea worth 45c per
pound at 30c per pound.
A sweet, clean Black Tea worth 35c
per pound at 20c per pound.
to
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Stock and Potato
Farm For Sale.

Hot Water Bottles
The Cochran
Drug Store
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Potatoes.

Real Estate.

Augusta Notes.

The potato market locally is a little
Special Correspondent.
Stronger than it has been for some time
Houlton Homes for Sale.
good stock .bringing 90 cents per b’ ‘
A u g u s t a M e ., J a n . 8 1 9 0 7 .
Beautiful residence at moderate prloe. This while the Boston and New York mar
The notable Aroostook inoi eat ot
I want to call your attention to on ket remain about the same.
the Legislature’s first week was the
of the npk ndld location, within 5
The seed shipments are very heavy presentation of the papers in the con
walk of poet oOk» and bustoees
Contains If rooms, built saitahle for at pres, nt, and those dealers who make tested case ot Bobbins Versus Theriault.
lot 8x12 rods, substantial stone
____
. food neighborhood and in good a specialty of aeed are devoting nil then This is in the Fort Kent district.' and
energy to this branch of the business
lepaics with otiy water. Prloe #9800.
Alex O. Robbins, Democrat, claim?!
Although the price is unusually low that lie was elected representative* in
Modem bouse and stable #1800. House,
Ml and barn. Siae of lot 8x12 rods. In good for this season of the year, shipment stead of Dana L. Theriault to owhom
eonditlou. City water, good foundations, u during the past month has been verj
the certificate of election was awatded.
room. This is a gown opportunity. Look
heavy.
sfliio r yourself.
The petition-of Mr. Robbins and the*
For th« month of December there accompanying papers were 'presented
Good trade. #1800 buys a house and barn
p is Of lot 9x19 tods. 8 rooms. This property were shipped over the B. dc A. 1 ,020, on Thursday afterudon by Hon. Charles
81 low in nrios and ought to be taken up 112 bushels, making the total ship F. Johnson of Waterville, the, minority)
gukkly. May be seen any time.
ments o f the 1906 crop to Jan. 1* leader on thetfloor of the House . 1 The
DELIGHTFUL HOME
5,040,265, • » Mtevease ever the sam charges areflthat Mr. .Theriault’s ejec
Svnrythlng about it is so neat and oozy, and perie# ltat yeae of 1,‘ 20,265.
tion wfls *ot)tainedj?.b.y. the voting of
nxtrsmefy homo-like. You will fall in love
Dating the fdesent month up to/and minors,* of unn7»turaliz_ed ..citizens, and
With this property at first sight. Situated
about 7 minutes' walk from Post Office and in indudilg Jan. 7, there haVfiJjeen-^4301 ‘of pers^ns^unable^to paiss.-the education
a very fine neighborhood. Size of lot 74x138 taro efetpped Asm • MouJtoatandVfjoint; al -requirements'of the State Constitu
feel. 21-2 story house containing 8 rooms.
*
V'.
tion. The matter was referred to the
Property l* in the very best condition. Take Mtth.
of this opportunity. Pries very
House committee on elections.
Sbo’f Toose the chance of your life “t? The committee has full power to send
get 4 n outer garment for about one for persons* and papers, and to take
half price at the New York Store
evidence, and it is expected that it will
have a big job on its hands. The
seriousness of the charges, and the large
amount of -evidence that will be re
tei., 18-9.
In the matter of
i
’? "
tSi., 108-23.
quired, make’it one of the big matters
Christopher H. Parent, > in Bankruptcy.
before this Legislature. It is thought
Bankrupt.?
r
'
To the H on . Clar « hc« .tf a°kis, J.udge of likely that it will not only make a big
the District Court of the United States for case before the committee but will be
the 1Mstrict of Maine. •
CHRISTOPHER H. PARES*,.ofCaribou. brought into the debates before the
ATin the County of Aroostook,' ’andAState House as & whole.
of Maine, in said District, respectfully'rep
There has not been a contested
resents, that on the 20th day' >" e l Oct.,
last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt election from Aroostook since the old
under the Acts of Congress relating
to bankruptcy; that
he
has duly election law and the times, of annual
surrendered all his property and rights elections and majority votes. Twentyof property, and
nas fully
complied nine years ago, the Legislature of 1878
with all the requirements of said Acts
and of the orders of Court touching his considered the case of Edmund Madigan
bankruptcy.
(Democrat) and Parker P. Burleigh
Wherefore he prays , That he may
(Rtpublican).
At that time Aroostook
be decreed by the Court to have a full
discharge from all debts provable against had only ane senator, and these gentlebis estate under said bankruptcy Acts, except were the candidates for that office. On
such debts as are excepted by law from
the face of the returns, Mr. Madigan
such discharge.
Dated this 26th day of Nov.. A. D. X90f».
had a majority. The check list from
CHRISTOPHER H. PARENT,
Bankrupt. Van Buren was not certified according
to law; the return from Eagle Lake was
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
not attested; and the whole number of
District of Maine, ss.
On this 5th day of Jan., A . D. 1907, on votes was not recorded in the returns
from Blaine and Macwahoo with the
reading the foregoing joetition, i' is-*
Ordered by the Court. That a hearing votes of those towns and plantations
be had upon the same on the 25th day of
Jan.. A. D. 1907, before said Court at thrown out, Mr. Burleigh would be
Portland, in said District, at 10 o'clock in the elected by 58 votes. Tne governor and
forenoon; and that notice thereof be publish council did not give a certificate of
ed in the Aroostook Times, a newspaper
printed in said District, and that all known election to either but reported the mat
creditors, and other persons in interest, may ter direct to the Senate which, under
appear at the said time and place, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of the constitution, is the judge of the
said petitioner should not be granted.
elections and qaulific&tions of its own
A N !/ IT IS FURTHER O RD ERED BY THK
Court, That the Clerk shall send by mail members, The Senate adhered to the
to all known creditors copies of said petition letter of the law, and seated Mr
and tills order, addressed to them at their Burleigh. That settlement of the case
places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale was the precedent afterward quoted by
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof, the Democrat Oreenb \ckers in 1880
at Portland, in said District, on the 5th day when they attempted the famous
of Jan., A. D. 1907.
(L. s.) JAM ES E. HEW EY, Clerk. “ count out” on similar technicalities
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
and claimed to have found enough of
Attest: JAM ES E. HEW EY, Clerk.
them to control both branches of the
li tntftlid to a 42 piece dinner
Legislature and the Governorship.
eel if celled for in 16 days.
County Treasurer’s Office.
The Supreme Court was used as arbit
Maine, Dec. 31, 1906, rator, and the returns were finally
The above numbers are good The followingHoulton,
list contains the amount of counted as returned and a stop put for
lor 16 day#! after which second oosts allowed in each criminal case, by the ever to that method of canvassing re
County Commissioners, at their November
Humber on card draw# the set. adjourned
session, 1906.
turns.
# 5 15
8 avf all your tickets untill John Barbour,
The Aroostook representatives have
14 54
Campbell,
you e tf the dinner set i# taken Stewart
the following alignm ents to the speciol
4 77
James Clark,
t ip .
4 62 committees of the House: Leave of
Flossie Cole,
5 15 absence, Francis O. Hill of Monticello;
Thos. Courtney,
5 77 bills in third reading, Samuel C.
Joseph Crabb,
Joseph Crabb,
6 04 Stevens of Portage Lake; County Esti
Joseph Crabb,
7 15 mates, Samuel C. Stevens of Portage
4 40 Lake; elections, Aaron J. Fulton of
Herbert Dickinson * al
11 00 Blaine; rules and business of House,
Willie Dickson,
3 90 Carl E. Milliken of Island Falls.
John Eliiott,
Start tiic New Year
John Fitzsimmons,
4 80
One of the picturesque figures of the
5 15
Martin Glen,
House is William S. Knowlton of
5 52
E. J . Hatfield,
*
5 28 Monson the “ Old Schoolmaster” , who
Joseph LeGasse,
7 82 has taught so many years in northern
Joseph LeGasse,
8 74 Maine. Among his schools have been
Benj. McDowell, (Inquest)
By getting fresh made Con
39 08 the Ricker Classical Institute at Houl
Alexander Moores, (Inquest)
E.
B.
Morton,
8 91 ton, Monson Academy at Monson,
fectionery, Corn Balls, Salted
Frank O’Brien,
9 00 The old St. John (Episcopalian) school
Pesnnts, Almonds, etc.,
13 87 at Presque Isle out of wiiich has grown
Joseph Patent,
Alexis Dubois & ai.
12 72 the Aroostook State Normal School,
Albeit Peppers,
5 15 Caribou High School, and the last few
Joseph Whiston,
12 01 years the Bridgewater High School.
Edward Corbett,
5 27 Several of the other members have sat
Mike Barry,
0 77 umUr his instruction, he served on the
John Crosby,
4 41 committee of the joint session to notify
John Stewart,
4 04
W e are still at it, making
4 04 the governor of his election, and his
Dan Fitzsimmons,
flesh made candy every day.
4 91 other committee assignments are to be
Wm. Murray,
4 04 the committee on education, and on
Wm. Atherton,
Yum Yum Kisses made on
4
41 inland fisheries and game.
Barney
Barry,
our Pulling Machine and
5 16
Ed. Fleming,
Mr. Knowlton made a hit with his
wiepped in waxed paper by
3 66 nominating speech of Edwin M. John
John McClure,
9 42 stone of Brownville for the State as
Miles Curran,
young ladies with clean
4 28
Frank White,
hands.
41 62 sessor and frequent remarks were heard
Intox. Liquors,
5 47 that his witty presentation of the cas>
Do not forget that we still
lntox. Liquors,
came near winning the election for the
c an y a full line of Fancy
#318 04 Piscataquis candidate. The character
FRANK A. GELLERSON,
Groceries.
County Treasurer. istic Knowlton attitude is already deve
loped and noticeable—a crouching over
33
a newspaper which hides his face, while
his gray-fringed bald poll gives him a
8100 REWARD $100.
The readers of Ibis paper will be pleased to patriarchal air that immediately at
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease tracts thn attention of the visitors in
The Court Street Confectioner
that science lias been able to cure in all stages, the galleries. He looks inattentive,
and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
and Qrocer,
the only positive cure now known to the medi but a sudden dropping of the paper and
cal fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional look at the speaker will reveal that he
M iller's B rick Block,
disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act has been all the time alert and awake
COURT ST.
HOULTON, ME.
ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur to the proceedings.

THEO. j . FOX,
R eal E state Broker,
H oulton, He. Bankrupt's Petition lor Discharge

FREE!

FREE!

NILES
Shoe Store

48 Piece Dinner Set

Party Holding

TanTicket
1682
Oall inside o f 16 days
and receive the 48
piece dinner set
free.
Also Party Holding

Larender Ticket

E E S SHOE STOKE
RIGHT

MILLAR’S

M il l a r .

B o n o s o r Fibst Meeting o r Chkditovs
In the District Court of the U nlted States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
l
George E. Lang.
> In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt I
To the creditors of George E. Lang,
of Pcrham, in the county of Aroos
took and district aforesaid, a bankrupt
Notice is hereby given that on the 5th day
of Jan., A. D. 1907, the sakl George
E
was
duly
adjudieati 1
bankrupt; and that the first meeting
of his creditors will be held at the
office of Edwin L. Vail in lloulton, on
the 2tith
day of Jan., A. 1). 1907,
St 10 o'clock in the forenoon at
which time tike said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
examine the bankrupts, and transact such
qthtor business as may properly oome before
said meeting.
EDW IN L. VAIL,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated at Houttoo. Jan., 7th, 1907.

faces of the system, thereby destroying the
foundation of the disease, and giving the
patient strength by building up the constitu
tion and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they otter One Hundred
Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO. Toledo, 0.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family l ’ills for constipation.
43

Executor’s

Notice.

The subscriber hereby gives public notice to
all concerned that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of an Ex
ecutor of tiie last Will and Testament of
Benjamin B. Byron, late of Linneus, Me., in
the County of Aroostook, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs. He therefore r«quests all persons win arc indebt sl to the
Estate of said deceased, to make immediate
payment and those who have any demands
thereon to
t exhibit the same for stttlenient to
him.

93

PERCY B. BYRON, Executor.

Get It

How’s
Your Liver?

Quick!

A look in the glass will
tell you. If your skin be
sallow, eyes dull, face hag
gard, ten to one it’s your liver.
There’s a way out of it—a
gentle, pleasant way—

Pain calls for “ Quick Action.”
When the sufferer prows weak and
exhausted through pain only one
thing will give relief —and that is the
elimination of the p£in. Easy to say but
how can pain be quicklv relieved?

R e fills

JO HAN
SO N ’S
NODYNE
; LIN IM EN T
Mi

it?
*8 li

IK
i * li

They w on’t overw ork you n o r e n 
croach on your sleeping tim e. They
stim u la te the liver to g entle a ctio n ,
assist it to perform its fu n ctio n s,
help it to throw off all im p u ritie s
th a t clog the system , an d give you a
good s ta rt to b e tte r h e alth , looks,
and spirits. P hysicians say th a t
P a rso n s’ Pills are all rig h t, so d o n 't
be a fra id to ta k e them . T hey’re
purely vegetable find harm less.
25c a bottle, or 5 bottles fo r fi.oow

.*js.tlfe answer. For almost every pain from
. hea<4 to foot, whether it be burn, scald,
bruise, strain, sprain, muscular soreness,
you’ll want J o h n son 9s Anodyne
U nlm ent and “want it quick.” The
remedy’s there all right. Used for over
96 years. Athletes, workmen and mothers
^ say it’,s the finest liniment there is.
.
Maybe your turn will come next, Be
prepared—25c and 50c everywhere.

S . JOHNSON
A CO.,

Boston,
•lOi-S.

I. S. JOHNSON A CO.,

Boston, Moss.

4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*

4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * «$• 4 *

4* 4 *

4*

H ERE IS A C H A N C E

FOR LADIES
Who are ever thinking of buying a . . . .

FUR DRIVING COAT
TO

SE C U R E

R E A L

We are asked by the Manufacturers
to dispose of them.
You save three profits, manufacurers, jobbers
and retailers, besides the manufacturers loss.

One Ladies' Coon Coat, extra length
and the best you ever saw, was $76.00
now $60.00.
One full length blended sable, a
beautiful dress coat, or for driving,
worth $66.00, now $50.00,
One Russian lamb coat, was $38.00,
now $23.60.
Three extra heavy Velour lined
coats, with Sable collar and cuffs,
were $28.60, now $18.00.
One Gents’ Coon coat was $40.00,
now $25.00.

Any lady who is going to buy a fur coat this season
should take advantage of this remarkable offer—For
another season you will have to pay from a third to* a half
more for the same coats.

This is the Manufacturers Offer.
It is no loss to us.

W . Richards & Co.
S to re .
4* 4 *

4*

4* 4* 4 *

4*

Notice.
Notit* is hereby given that James A.
Donnelly of Houlton, Me., lias made applica
tion to the .State Board of Bar Examiners for
examination for admission to the Bar at the
next session of the Board to be Held at Ban
gor on the first Tuesday of February, 1907.
J O H N B MADIGAN,
Secretary of the Board.
33

Builds pp waste tissue, promotes
appetite, improves digestion, induces
refreshing sleep, gives renewed strength
and health. That’s what Hollister’s
Rocay Mountain Tea does. 35 cents,
Tea or Tablets.
R obert J. C ochran .
Th« Aroostook Times I year $1,00.

N otice ok F irst M kkti .no ok C reditors
No I K K. o f F ikst Mkkting of creditors In the District Court of the United States for N o t ic k o k F i r s t M k k t i x g o f C r e d i t o r s
In the District Court of the United States for
tiie District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the District Court of the United States for
tiie District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
in the matter ci
i
the District of Maine, in iiaiikruptoj.
In the matter of
i
George H. Me Bid**, .I n Bankruptcy.
1n the matter of
) , ,, .
,
Daniel
M.
Stanley
>
In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. »
Benjamin M. Kslubiook, In Bankrupts.
Bankrupt. )
To
tiie
creditors
oi
George
H.
McBride,
of
Bankrupt. ) . . . . . . .
,
the creditors of Daniel M. Stanley,
tiie County of Aioos- of ’io Van
To the creditors of Benjamin M. Esl ibrook Presque Isle, in
Buren in the county of Aroos
took,
and
district
aforesaid,
a
bankrupt.
of Amity, in the caunty of Arostook and
took. and District aforesaid, a bankrupt.
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
on
the
district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that ou the 6th day
Notice is hereby given that on the .>th day 5th day of Jan., A. 1). hkjV. the said of Jan., A. D. iih)7, the said Daniel M.
of Ian A D 1907, the said Benjamin M. Es- George II. McBride was duly adjudicated Stanley was duly
adjudicated
bank
taliruok was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and bankrupt; and that the first meeting of rupt; and that tiie first meeting of his
that the first meeting of his creditors will be his creditors will be held at the olliee creditors will be held at the office of
held at the office of Edwin U. Vail in Houlton, of Edwin li. Vail in Houlton, on the 2iith , Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on the
on the 26th day of Jan., A. D. 1907, at (day of Jan., A. D. 1907, at 10 o’clock! 2<ith day of Jan., A. I). 1907, at 10
in o’clock in the forenoon, at which time the i in the forenoon, at which time tiie o’clock in the forenoon, at which time
---- their claims,
. . said creditors may attend, prov
said creditors may attend, prove
their claims, j the said creditors may attend, prove their
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and appointtiustee, examine the bankiupt, and j claims, appoint a trustee, examine the banktransact such other business as may properly
!,S "'" y ‘’H’1 1 1 properly
rlibt. aiHltiunsuft
SK
b i tmeeting.
W b u to m u m r
cine before said meeti,gbw iN } y ^
cone Deiore saiu meeting.
come beloie
said
EDWIN U. \ AID,
EDWIN L YAIT
Referee in Bankruptcy.
„ ..
Referee ini Bankruptcy.
Referee in Bknkrupfoy.
Dated at Houlton, ^au. 7, 1.90/.
..Dated at Houlton, Jan. 7, 1907.
Dated at Houlton, Jan. 7, 1907.

THm A r o o * t o u k T i r W e d n e s d a y ,

<Jjsnu«try &, t © 0 7 .

CLEARANCE
ALE
EVER OPERATED IN HOULTON WILL BEGIN
A

B

B A

SATURDAY
MORNING,
JAN.
5
SSOy///^m\\\VVW//IIITONM«W5^^^
AT

THE NEW YORK STORE

And continue till the 1st day of February, when the remainder of our stock will
be placed on the books for the year 1907. Therefore, in view of the fact that
we need the capital invested in winter goods, we will dispose of everything
that wbuld be termed a winter article at

FABULOUSLY LOW PRICES.
Seme of tic Things that You Can Buy Lower Than Ever Before.

30 SPLENDID FUR COATS FOR LADIES'

■ *

o ••

• •

^ •• ^

•» fc;/«.

*. ^

Lower than wholesale. . Wfcf will „fuII yguarantee the pelt and every hair that is in them.

1000 yds of yard w ide Cotton at 4 l-2 c per yd.
Lace Curtains at 39c, 47c, 69c per pair and up, now is.tihe
tim e to fit up for Spring.
•
Ladies’ W rappers at 76c each and up. Ladies’'ana Child
ren’s Underwear at the sam e rate

Rem nants and odd

The Globe Dollar Corsets at 60c pr.
20 doz. Fleece Lined Hose at 10c per pair.
A few pieces of Straw Matting at 12 l-2c per yd. 22 yds
good Outing for $1.00.

at just one h alf price.

These prices are merely made to close up the season’s business.

I
FREE !
FREE !

C. B. Whitcomb
AND

During this Sale we
will give absolutely
Free these 42-piece
Tea Sets. See dis
play in window.
Get our plan. We
want your $ $ $
and will give you
guaranteed value
in return.

John A, Riley,
Exclusive agents for

Standard Patterns
. . . and . . .

Nemo Corsets.

A r o o B io o k

'Tien****

W

» January

€►, 1 0 0 7

But flesh and blood could do no more.
“ There they come—there’s the run
away train. Do you hear it r I’m go
ing to open the switch anyhow,” Har
In all its stages.
By Frank H. Spearman.
vey shoued, starting up the track.
“ Save yourselves.”
Heedless of flu* warning, Banks cleans'’?, soothes and bealc
(continueJ from page 1]
s
ruggled
with the plate bolts in a tlio (list at i d mernbraiK’.
But Bucks ! Never before or since
It. cun setrarrh nud drives
was seen on a street of McCloud such silent fury. Suddenly h" sprang to his »v. ny i cold in the head
a figure as Bucks* In his trousers and feet. “ Give me the. maul !” he cried. quickly.
Cream rtulm is placed into the nostrils, spreads
Raising the heavy tool like a tack
slippers, with his nightshirt free as he
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is im
hammer,
he
landed
heavily
on
the
bolt
sailed down the wind. In another in
and a cure follows. It is not drying—doea
nuts once and again, and they fiew in mediate
slant he was bounding up the stairs.
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Drug
**What have you done ?” he panted, a stream like bullets over the bluff. gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
throwing himself ^into the chair. Cal- The taller cowboy, bending close on ELY BROTHERS, 5G Warren Street, New York
lahan’told him. Bucks held his head his knees, raised a yell. The plates
Springing to the other
in hit hand# while the boy talked. He had given.
rail,
Banks
stripped
the bdts even
turned to the sheet—asked quick for
after
the
mad
train
had
shot into the
9fi.
They drove the
“ She’s out of Calleadar.
I tried gorge above them.
hard to stop iter. I didn’t lose a sec pick under the loosened steel, and
with a pry thut hen' the claw bar and
ond ; aha wan gone.”
Barely an instant Bucks studied the a yell that readied Harvey, trembling
sheet. Routed out of a sound sleep at the switch, they tore away the
1 haw nonK* choice pieces
$15,000 worth of high grade Merchandise to be sold at prices lower than cost of manu
after an eight hout trick and on such Stubborn contact and pom'ed the rails
over
the
precipice.
t h a t I w ill se ll a t a bargain. facture—throughout all departments in our Store.
a night by such a message, the mar
The shriek of a locomotive whistle
eel was he could think at nil, much
less set a trap which should save 59. cut the wind Looking east, Harvey
In twenty minut es from the time Bucks had been watching 59’s headlight.
B u y your railw ay tic k e t and have your station a g en t stam p your destin atio n
Agent Selling
took the key the two trains would be She was pulling in on the siding.
He
still
held
the
switch
open
to
send
together. Could he save the passenger ?
in
square
as
indicated.
P
resen
t
it
upon
your
arriv
al
at
th
is
sale
at
H
o
u
lton,
the runaways into the trap Bucks had
Original Ticket
Callahan didn’t believe it.
M aine, and yo u r fare will be paid w ith every' purchase of fifteen dollars
set
if
the
passenger
train
failed
to
get
A sharp, quick call brought Griffin.
Will Stamp This
w orth of m erchandise or over. R ailroad fare paid only one h u n d red miles.
We had one of the brightest lads on into the clear, bur there was a minute
yet—a
bare
sixty
seconds—and
Harvey
In Here.
the whole division at Griffin Calla
RECEIPT FOR FARE PAID
han, listening, heard Griffin answer. had no idea of dumping S i 0,000 worth
Bucks rattled a question. How the of equipment into the river unless he
AGENT WILL SIGN THIS RECEIPT FOR TICKET PURCHASED
heart hangs on the faint, uncertain had to.
Suddenly up went the safety signals
tick of a sounder when human lives
from the east end. Tne 101 was
R E C E IV E D
D O LLA RS, ( S .......... ) for ticket bought by
hang on it ?
“ Where are your section men ?” ask- coughing noisily up the passing track
M r ..............................................................................
the line was^clear. Banks and the
ltd Bucks.
Fill in Name
cowboys,
waiting
breathless,
saw
Har
P
arties
th
in
k
in
g
of
g
oing
to
the
“ In bed at the section house.”
vey
with
a
determined
lurch
close
the
“ Who*s with you ?”
southern p a rt of th e S ta te to look From
To
“ Night a g e n t; sheriff with two cow- main line contact.
State
State
at
farm
s
will
find
it
to
th
e
ir
a
d

In the next breath tiie coalers, with
hoy prisoners waiting to take 59.”
v
an
tag
e
to
interview
the
sweep
of
the
gale
in
their
frightful
.......... 1907
..........................................................Agent
Date
Before the last <word came Bucks
velocity, smashed over the switch and
Agent Sign Here
was back at him :
on.
A
rattling
whirl
of
ballast
and
a
To Opr.:
Ask sheriff release his prisoners to dizzy clatter of noise, and before the
aavs passenger tram. So together to frightened crew of 59 could see what
NOTICE.—To make room for extensive alterations through
west switch house track, open and set was against them the runaway train
Present this ticket upon arrival at this
out the building, $15,000.00 stock must be moved.
! as th ey have arra n g e m e n ts where great SALVAGE SALE and your rail
It. 8mash in section tool house, get was passed--gone !
“ I wasn t g"ing to stop here to- ,
'
,
road fare will be refunded with purchase
Phenomenal reductions in all departments.
Greatest
tools. Qo to point of house track night,”
muttered the engineer „ he ; by you can g et free transportation
of fifteen dollars’ worth of merchandise or
oarre, cut the rails and point them to
Gigantic
Salvage
Sale
known
takes
place
in
Houlton,
Me.,
over. See that your ticket agent affixes
•end runaway triin from Ogalalla over stood with the conductor over Harvey’s both ways,
beginning
Jan.
9th
to
Jan.
19th.
shoulder at the operator’s desk a min - i ■
—
the stamp in square as indicated above,
the bluff into the riser.
B ucks.
ute
later
and
wiped
the
chill
from
his
for ticket bought at depot from agent.
The word* fiew off his fingers like
If you fail to iiave this tieket signed by
ke» and another message crowded f <rehead w'ith a piece of waste. “ We’d
have met them in the canyon.”
Purchaser Sign Name Here
A t t o r n e y & C o u n s e lo r a t L a v agent, transportation will not be honored.
wise behind i t :
Harvgy
was
reporting
to
Bucks.
and
To A g t:
N O TA R Y P U B LIC .
Go to east switch, open and set for Osllahan heard it coming : “ Kails cut,
ck Block
peming track. Flag 59 and run her but 59 safe. Runaways went by here (j O f f i c e : S i n cRoesidence,
No. 3 W inter St.
fully
seventy
miles
an
hour.”
on aiding. If can’t get 59 into the
!
HOULTON, M AINE.
It
was
easy
after
that
Griffin
is
dear, ditch the runaways.
B uc k s.
vZTWill Practice in all the Courts in the State
They look old now. The ink is the foot of the grade. From there on
fyled and the paper is smoked with the runaway train had a hill to climb.
the fire of the fifteen winters and Bucks had held 250, the local passen
bleached with the sun of fifteen sum- ger, sideertracked at Davis, thirty miles
Sped by the wind, the
A P P L Y TO
mare, hut to this day they hang there farther east.
in their walnut frames, the original runaways passed Davis, though not at
orders, ju st as Bucks scratched them half their highest speed. An instant
eff. They hang these in the dispatch later 250’s engine was cut loose and
ers’ offices ia the new depot. But in started after them like a scared collie.
Three miles east of Davis they were
their present swell surroundings Bucks
Their best investment,
wouldn’t know them. I t was Harvey overhauled by the light engine. The
fireman,
Donahue,
crawl
vd
out
of
the
Housewives say,
R epolda woo took them off the other
and of the wive—a hoy in a thousand cab window, along the foot rail and
Is the trifle more
for that night and that minurte. The down on the pilot, caught the ladder
One 25 inch “ Undercut” paper cutter
of
the
first
car
and,
running
up,
crept
They
have to pay for
Inatant the words flashed into the
in good working order. Apply to
along
to
the
leader
and
began
setting
foam ha instructed the sgsnt, grabbed
T imes office.
an a s and dashed aut into the waiting brakes. Ten minutes later they were
brought
back
in
triumph
to
Davis.
loom, where the sheriff, Ed Banks, sat
When the multitude of orders was
with his prisoners, the cowboys.
For general house-work. Apply to
“ ltd,” cried Harvey, “there’s a run out ot the way, Bucks wired Fd Banks
away train from Ogalaila coming down to bring hie cowboys down to McCloud Mrs. Dickison, Lawn St.
the line in the wind. I f we can’t trap on 60. Sixty was the eastbound pas
it hers it’ll knock 59 into kindling senger due at. McCloud at 5:30 a. m
(A m e ric a 's G re a te st W in te r W heat P a te n t)
wood. T urn the boys loose, Ed, and It turned out that the cowboys had
We are in the market to buy native
save the passenger train. Boys, show been arrested for lassoing a Ncrwegian
the man and equate yourselves right homesteader who had cut their wire. feathers. Write us quantity, and kind
None other makes
now. I don’t know what you’re here It was not a heinous offense, and after that yuu have to offer.
for, but 1 believe it’s te save 59. Will it was straightened out by the inter — D. G. HOLLINS, Bangor, Maine.
vention of Bucks, who was the whole
Such bread and rolls
you help ?”
thing
then—
they
were
given
jobs
lasso
The three men sprang to their feet
J ls k y o u r G rocer fo r “ T id * B lts’*fro m “T o w n T a lk ” — th e la te s t
And pies and cakes.
S d Banks slipped the handcuffs off in ing sugar barrels in the train servive.
Cook*book.
One
of
them,
the
tall
fellow,
is
a
pas
At the County Wood Yard, two
a trice. “ Never mind the rest of it.
hundred cords of green hard wood,
Save the passenger train f ir s t!” he senger conductor on the high line yet.
It was 3 o’clock that morning— the four feet long, not three and one half.
Dissolution.
roared. Everybody from Ogalaila to
25th of December in small letters on Inquire of C. E. Dunn, at Court House
^ * # % * * # * # ||* *
Omaha knew Ed Banks
••Which way ? Wow ?” cried the the West End—befoie they got things and at residence 54 High St., telephone
Notice is hereby given that the part
decently straightened out, there was
131-2
cow-boys, in a lathet of excitement.
nership lately existing between us, the
so much to do—orders to make and re
Harvey Reynolds, beckoning as he
ports to take. Bucks, still on the key
undersigned Fred L. Billings and
tan, rushed out the door and up the
in his flowing robes and tumbling hair,
Wm.
H. Watts carrying on a granite
track, his posse at his heels, stumbling
sent and took them all. Then he turn On Bangor Road, a right hand fur
business at Houlton Maine, under the
Into the gale like lunatics
ed the seat over to Callahan and, get glove. Same can be had at the T imes
“ 8math in the tool house door !”
office
by
paying
for
this
ad.
firms name and style of Billings &
ting up for the first time in two hours,
panted Harvey as he neared it.
Watts was on the twenty-second day of
dropped into another chair
Ed Banks seived the ax from his
-•
™ !■— —■■■ Ill
^ *
D IS S O L U T IO N N O T IC E.
The
very
first
thing
Callahan
receiv
Decembei,
nineteen hundred and six
hands and took command as naturally
This
is
to
give
notice
that
the
law
partner
ed was a personal from Pat Francis at
ship heretofore existing l>etween Hansford W. dissolved by mutual consent, and that
as Dewey.
Ogalaila, conductor of 59. It was for Shaw and Willard S. Lewin, under the firm
“ Pick up that tie and ram her !” he
name of Shaw A Lewin, has lieeii dissolved the business in future will be carried on
—....... ---• -...... - -• ------cried, pointing to the door. “ All to Bucks:
by
mutual consent. The business will lie by the said Wm. H. Watts alone who
Your mother is aboard 59. She was carried
on
in
the
same
oitiee
in
the
future
by
gether-now !”
It. W. Shaw who will pa} all debts against wjll pay and discharge ; 11 debts and
Harvey and the cowBoys splint sred carried by McCloud in the Denver said
linn and collect all claims due said tiim.
sleeper. Sending her back to you on
the panel in a twinkling, and Banks,
Dat<*d at Houlton. this ‘J7th da}' of I>*•<_•- liabilities and receive all moneys paya
ember, mod.
ble to the said late firm.
with a few clean etrokes, cut an open 60. Merry Christmas.
RANSKORl) W. SHAW,
It
came
off
the
wire
first.
Callahan,
ing. The cowboys, jnmping together,
Houlton Me., Dec. 22, 1906.
WILLARD
S.
LKWIN.
ran in and began fibbing for tools in taking it, didn’t think Bucks heard,
F iled L. B illings,
« * •
the dark. One got hold of a wrench : though it’s probable that he did hear.
W illiam H. W atts.
Anyway,
Callahan
threw
threw
the
Annual
Meeting.
.• .• it
the other, a dick. Harvey caught up
31
• • •
a claw bar, and Banks grabbed a spike clip over toward him, with a laugh.
Houlton,
Dec.
24,
lO
O
tl.
“ Look there, old man.
There’s
amul. In a bunch they ran for the
Th<* Annual Meeting of the Aroostook
?#♦;
*•*.* •
n t of the curve on the house track your mother coming after all your ( ounty Rations' Mutual Kin* Insurance Com
w
pany Will Ik* held at the (Jrange Hall in
kicking—carried
bv
on
59.”
^iee there close to the verge of a
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had
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83500.
tact opened and another and very dif
ferent thing to open it at 2 in the
Eighty-acre farm, sixty in
morning on Dec. 25 by nen who know
as fine land as is in the county for
no more about track cutting than
83500.
about logarithms. ' Side by side and
300 acre farm 1 1-2 miles from Phair
shoulder to shoulder the man of the
station,
84500. A big trade. Write
law and the men out .pf the law, the
Collins
& Cornnick, Presque Isle, for
rough riders and the railroad boy,
information, and for other farm property
It is the desire of the Aroostook Telephone and Telegraph Company to place in the h&ndi
pried and 'wrenched and clawed and
they have for sale.
of its subscribers and to her citizens of Aroostook County, shares of its Capital Stock.
struggled with the steel. While HatThe Aroostook Company is organized under the laws of the Slate of Maine and is carrying
vey and Banks clawed, at the spikes
on a prosperous business, It plans in the future to extend its service and thoroughly develop
the cawboys wrestled with the nuts on
the telephone business throughout the County on sound business principles and at reasonable
the bolts of the fishplates. It was h
112
acres,100
acres
cleared,
90
acres
rates.
baffis. The nuts wouldn’t twist ; the
suitible for potato land, will be sold at For particulars regarding selling price of stock, etc., address the following resident directors:
epikes stuck like piles ; sweat covered
a fair price, if sold soon. Apply to T. II. PHAIR, Presque Isle,
F. F. SPEAR, Limestone,
the assailants. Harvey went into a
T u r ney W h it e ,
L.
E.
TUTTLE,
Caribou,
E.
T.
McGLAUFLIN,
Presque Iile,
frenzy. “ Boys, we must work fasterr”
White Settlement. C. A. POWERS, Fort Fairfield,
or L. S. BLACK, General Manager, Houlton Maine.
ha cried, tugging at the frosty spikes. I
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But flesh and blood could do no more.
“ There they come—there’s the run
away train. Do you hear it r I’m go
ing to open the switch anyhow ,” Har
vey shou ed, starting up tlie track.
“ Save yourselves.”
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CATARRH
In all its stages.

Ely’s Cream Balm1[HAY-FEVER

Heedless of tie' warning, Banks cleaupoR, soothes juicI heals
a
ruggled
with the plate bolts in a the diseased membrane.
But Bucks ! Never before or since
It emeu catarrh and drives
was seen on a street of McCloud such silent fury. Suddenly ir -prang to his away a told in the head
feet.
“
(Jive
me
the
maul
!”
he
cried.
quickly.
a figure as Bucks, In his trousers and
Cream B alm is placed into the nostrils,spreads
Raising the heavy tool like a tack
slippers, with his nightshirt free as he
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is imhammer,
he
landed
heavily
on
the
holt
sailed down the wind. In another in
nuts once and again, and they flew m mediate and a cure follows. It (snot drying—does
stant be was bounding up the stairs.
trot produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Drug
“ What have yon done ?” he panted, a stream like bullets over the bluff. gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
KNOW N
throwing himself jinto the chair. Cal- The taller cowboy, bending close on ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York
lahan^toid him. Bucks held his head his knees, raised a yell. The plates
in hia handa while the boy talked. He had given. Springing to tlm other
turned to the sheet—asked quick for rail, Banks stripped the bdts even
after the mad train had shot into the
95.
gorge
above them.
They drove the
“ She’s out of Callendar. I tried
pick
under
the
loosened
steel, and
hftri to stop her. 1 didn’t lose a sec
with a pry that hen' the claw bar and
ond ; she was gone.”
*
M a in e .
Barely an instant Bucks studied the a yell that reached Harw y, trembling
at
the
switch,
they
tore
away
the
sheet. Routed out of a sound sleep
$15,000 worth of high grade Merchandise to be sold at prices lower than cost of manu
I have soitH1 choice pieces
after ait eight hour trick and on such stubborn contact and pointed the rails
over
the
precipice.
a night by such a message, the mar
that I will sell at a bargain. facture—throughout all departments in our Store.
The shriek of a locomotive whistle
vel was he could think at all, much
leea set a trap which should save 59 . cut the wind Looking east, Harvey
In twenty minutes from the time Bucks had been watching 5U’s headlight.
Buy your railw ay tic k e t and have your statio n ag en t stam p yo u r d estination
A g e n t S ellin g
took the key the two trains would be She was pulling in on the siding.
together. Could he save the passenger ? He still held the switch open to send
in square as indicated. P resent it upon yo u r a rriv al at th is sale at H o u lto n ,
the runaways into the trap Bucks had
O rigin al T ick e t
Callahan didn't believe it.
M aine, and your fare will be paid w ith every purchase of fifteen dollars
set
if
the
passenger
train
failed
to
get
A sharp, quick call brought Griffin
W ill Stam p T h is
w orth of m erchandise or over. R ailroad fare paid only one h u n d red m iles.
We had one of the brightest lads on into the clear, bur there was a minute
In H ere.
the whole division at Griffin Calla yet—a bare sixty seconds—and Harvey
RECEIPT FOR FARE PAID
han, listening, heard Griffin answer. had no idea of dumping $ 10,000 worth
Bneks rattled a question. How the of equipment into the river unless he
AGENT WILL SIGN THIS RECEIPT FOR TICKET PURCHASED
heart hangs on the faint, uncertain had to.
Suddenly up went the safety signals
tiek of a sounder when human lives
from the east end. Tne 101 was
D O LLA RS, ( S .......... ) for ticket bought by
R E C E IV E D
hang on it !
“ Where are your sectioi men ?” ask coughing noisily up the passing tr&ck
— the line wa^jclear. Banks and the
M r ...........
ed Buoks.
Fill in Name
cowboys, waiting breathless, saw Har- ■ P arties th in k in g of going to the
“ In bed at the section house.”
vey
with
a
determined
lurch
close
the
“ Who’s with you ?”
southern p a rt of th e S ta te to look From
To
“Night agent; sheriff with two cow main line contact.
State
Town
own
.State
at
farm
s
will
find
it
to
th
e
ir
a
d

In the next breath the coalers, "with
boy prisoners waiting to take 59.”
A gent
1907
Bribes the last word came Bucks the sweep of the gale in their frightful v an tag e to interview
Date
velocity, smashed over the switch* and
Agent Sign Here
eras hack at him :
on. A rattling whirl of ballast and a
To Opr.:
dizzy
clatter of noise, and before .the
Ask sheriff release his prisoners to
frightened
crew of 59 could see wliat
Mve passenger tram. Go together to
NOTICE.—To make room for extensive alterations through
west switch house track, open and set was against them the runaway train j
I‘resent this ticket upon arrival at this
out
the building, $15,000.00 stock must be moved.
las th ey have arran g em en ts w here- great SALVAGE SALE and your rail
it. 8mash in section tool house, get wa§ passed—gone !
“
I
wasn
t
going
to
stop
here
to,
,
Phenomenal reductions in all departments.
Greatest
tools, Oo to point' of house track night,” muttered the engineer aa h# i by you can g et free tran sp o rtatio n road fare will be refunded with purchase
of fifteen dollars’ worth of me ehandise or
curve, eut the rails and point them to
Gigantic
Salvage
Sale
known
takes
place
in
Houlton,
Me.*
over. See that your ticket agent aflixes
•end runaway trikin from Ogalaila over stood with the conductor over Harvey’s both w ays.
beginning
Jan.
9th
to
Jan.
19th.
shoulder at the operator’s desk a min
the stamp in square as indicted above,
the bluff into the river.
B ucks .
or ticket bought at depot from agent.
The words flew off his fingers like ute later and wiped the chill from hi.i
If you fail to have this tieket signed by
kt, and another message crowded f rehead with a piece of waste. “ We’d
have met them in the canyon.”
Purchaser Sign Name Here
Attorney & Counselor at Law agent, transportation will not lie honored.
wire behind i t :
Harvey was reporting to Bucks.
and
To Agt:
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Oo to east switch, open and set for Callahan beard it coming : “ Rails cut,
k Block
patting track. Flag 59 and run her but 59 safe. Runaways went by here O f f i c e : S i n c oRcesidence,
No. 3 W inter St.
on aiding. If can’t get 59 into the fully seventy miles an hour.”
HOULTON, M A IN S.
It
was
easy
after
that
Griffin
is
dear, ditch the runaways.
B ucks .
Will Practice in all the Courts in the State
They look old now. The ink is the foot of the grade. From there on
%led and the paper it smoked with the runaway train had a hill to climb,
the fire of the fifteen winters and trucks had held 25P, the local passen
bleached with the sna of fifteen sum- ger, sideertracked at Davis, thirty miles
A P P L Y TO
mete, but to this day they hang there farther east.’ Sped by the wind, the
in thrir walont frames, the. original runaway^ passed Davis, though not at
Orders, just as Bucks scratched them half their highest' speed. An instant
off. They hang there in the dispatch-, latdV 250’s engine was cut loose and
•vs* offices in the new depot. Rut in started after them like a scared collie.
thrir present swell surroundings Bucks < Three miles east of. Davis they were
Their best investment,
wouldn’t know them. St was Harvey overhauled by the light engine. The
SOldtwbo took them off ike
fo*?” **)* Donahue, crawl d out of the
Housewives say,
of the wire— a boy in ♦ thoywril cab wihdow, along the foot rail and
Is the trifle more
Im that night and that minute. The down* on the pilot, caught the ladder
One 25 inch “ Undercut” paper cutter
pf*
the
first
car
and,
running
up,
crept
They have to pay for
inetant the words flashed sale the
good working order. Apply to
room he instructed the agent* grabbed along to the leader and began setting in
T imes office.
an a i and dashed out into the waiting brakes. Ten minutes later they were
brought
back
in
triumph
to
Davis.
room, where the sheriff, Ed Banks, sat.
When the multitude of orders was
with hie prisoners, the cowboys.
For general house-work. Apply to
“ Ed,” cried Harvey, “ there’s a run out of the way, Bucks wired Ed Banks
away train from Ogalaila coming down to.bring his cowboys down to McCloud Mrs. Dickison, Lawn St.
the line in the wind. If we can’t trap on 60. Sixty was the eastbound pas
it here it’ll knock 59 into khjdiihg senger due at McCloud at 5:30 a. m
(A m e ric a 's G re a te st W in te r W heat P a te n t)
wood. Turn the boys loose, Ed, and It turned out that the cowboys had
We are in the market to buy native
save the passenger train. Boys/ show been arrested for lassoing a Norwegian
the man and square yourselves right homesteader who ha I cut their wire. feathers. Write us quantity, and kind
None other makes
It was not a heinous offense, and after
BOW. 1 don’t know what you’re here
that yuu have to offer.
it
was
straightened
out
by
the
inter
for, hat I believe it’s to save 59. Will
vention of Bucks, who was the whole — D. G. HOLLINS, Bangor, Maine.
Such bread and rolls
you help ?”
thing
then— they were given jobs lasso
The three men sprang to their feet
A s k y o u r G rocer fo r " T id * B lts " fro m “T o w n T a lk ” — th e la te s t
And pies and cakes.
Ed Banka slipped the handcuffs off in ing sugar barrels in the train servive.
C ook-book.
One of them, the tall fellow, is a pasAt the (’ounty Wood Yard, two
a trice. “ Never mind the rest of it.
hundred c mis of green hard wood,
Save the passenger train first !” he senger conductor on the high line yet.
It was 3 o’clock that morning— the four feet long, not three and one half.
Dissolution.
roared. Everybody from Ogalaila to
25th of December in small letters on Inquire of
$jpr
E. Dunn, at Court House
Omaha knew Ed Banks
'* m r * •
zee * * »
**
the West End—befoie they got things and at residence 54 High St., telephone
“ Which way ? Wow ?” cried the
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
the
part
*■*#•
e
(*•
#•
••
•*•
•
•
*
•
•
"
•
•
•
• •• •“ • • •
•
decently straightened out, there was
131-2
cow-boys, in a lather of excitement.
nership lately existing between us, the
so much to do—orders to make and re
Harvey Reynolds, beckoning as he
ports to take. Bucks, still on the key
undersigned Fred L. Billings and
run, rushed out the door end up the
in his flowing robes and tumbling hair,
Wm. H. Watts carrying on a granite
track, his posse at his heels, stumbling
sent and took them all. Then he turn On Bangor Road, a right hand fur
into the gale like lunatics
glove.
Same
can
be
had
at
the
T
imes business at Houlton Maine, under the
ed the sent over to Callahan and, get
“ Smash in the iool house door !”
firms name and style of Billings &
ting up for the first time in two hours, office by paying for this ad.
• ii*
panted Harvey as he neared it.
Watts was on the twenty-second day of
dropped into another chair
£d Banks seived the ax from his
D ISS O L U T IO N NOTICE.
The very first thing Callahan receiv
Decembei, nineteen hundred and six
hands and took command as natural I>
This
is to give notice that the law partner
ed was a personal from Pat Francis at ship heretofore
existing 1x4ween Hansford W. dissolved by mutual consent, and that
as Dewey.
and Willard S. I.ewin, under the linn
“ Pick up that tie and ram her !” he Ogalaila, conductor of 59. It was for Shaw
5?#
name of .Shaw A Levin, has been dissolved the business in future will be carried on
Bucks:
eried, pointing to the door. “ All to
by
mutual
consent.
The
business
will
tie
by
the
said
Wm.
H.
Watts
alone
who
Your mother is aboard 59. She was carried on in the .same oh ice in the future by
gether-now !”
carried
by McCloud in the Denver It. W. Shaw who will 'pay all debts against wjll pay and discharge r 11 debts and
mm*
Harvey and the cowboys splintered
-deeper.
Sending her back to you on said linn and collect all claims due said linn. liabilities and receive all moneys paya
iH
the panel in a twinkling, and Banks,
Dated at Houlton, this ‘J7th day of Dec
•WWW
ember, l'.KMI.
ble to the said late firm.
with a few clean strokes, cut an open 60. Merry Christmas.
m /K
HANSFORD W. SHAW,
It came off the wire first. Callahan,
ing. The cowboys, jnmping together,
Houlton Me., Dec. 22, 1906.
WILLARD S. LEWIN.
taking
it,
didn’t
think
Bucks
heard,
ran in and began fishing for tools in
F r e d L. B il l i n g s ,
the dark. One got hold of a wrench : though it’s probable that he did hear.
W il l ia m H. W a t t s .
Annual Meeting.
the other, a dick. Harvey caught up Anyway, Callahan threw threw the
.•.♦ 8
• * • Z*
#
clip
over
toward
him,
with
a
laugh.
31
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a claw bar, and Banks grabbed a spike
* * fll
Houlton,
Dec.
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But it is one thing to order a con arms on the table. Callahan sprang
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f
e
l
t
to
his
side,
but
Bucks
had
fainted.
$3500.
tact opened and another and very dif
ferent thing to open it at 2 in the
Eighty-acre farm, sixty in tillage,
morning on Dec. 25 by nen whe know
as fine land as is in the county for
no more about track cutting than
$3500.
about logarithms. 1Side by side and
300 acre farm 1 1-2 miles from Phair
shoulder to shoulder the man of the
station,
$4500. A big trade. Write
law aud the men out j)f the kw , the
Collins & Cornnick, Presque Isle, for
rough riders and the railroad boy,
information, and for other farm property
pried and 'wrenched and clawed and
It is the desire of the Aroostook Telephone and Telegraph Company to place in the
they have for sale.
o. its subscribers and to her citizens of Aroostook County, shares of its Capital Stock.
struggled with the steel. While Har
The Aroostook Company is organized under the laws of the State of Maine and is carrying
vey and Banks clawed( at the spikes
on a prosperous business, It plans in the future to extend its service and thoroughly develop
the cawboy9 wrestled with the nuts on
the telephone business throughout the County on sound business principles and at reasonable
the bolts of the fishplates. It was
112 acres,100 acres cleared, 90 acres rates.
baffle. The nuts wouldn’t twist ; the
suitible for potato land, will be sold at For particulars regarding selling price of stock, etc., address the following resident directors:
spikes stuck like pile* ; sweat covered
a fair price, if sold soon. Apply to T. II. PHAIR, Presque Isle,
F. F. SPEAR, Limestone,
the assailants. Harvey went into a
T urney W hite ,
L. E. TU TTLE, Caribou,
E. T. McGLAUFLIN, Presque Iale,
frenzy. “ Boys, we must work faster:1”
White Settlement C. A. POWERS, Fort Fairfieki,
or L, S. BLACK, General Manager, Houlton Maine.
he cried, tugging at the frosty spikes.
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FREE RAILROAD FARE

L*nderxRwy,6 Claifts

T O H O U LTO N . M E.
S A V E T H IS A N D W A IT U N TIL

C a rv e n s
far Thanksgiving

Saturday, January 12, 1907

Get a Landers Carver

Packages of choice Merchandise will be thrown
from a window of our building
FREE
to
the
m asses on our Opening Day SATURDAY, JAN. 12th. In
order for you to share in this FREE distribution you must
be in front of our building between the hours of 8.30 and
9.00 a. m., SATURDAY. JAN. 12th, 1907.

The Bone That Wears.

which is a much-desired condition.
Farms are very few which cannot with
profit keep sheep. Gilbert Allen, in
“ No hoof, no horse,” is an old Agricultural Epitomist.
horseman’s adage that finds verification
wherever hone power is employed. It
Feeding Brood Sows.
might be said with equal propriety, no
bone no hoof, for the good hoof invari
ably accompanies the fine, hard, bone;
A very common mistake is the star
Tim oo« time of all the year
or, to put it negatively, a good hoof vation method, more commonly practic
when a food carver is mdisrarely accompanies a poor quality of ed than most of us are aware. The
pCWMBi
bone.
feeder (not the breeder), finding his
When we say that a horse has bone sows getting too fat on his corn ration;
A keen, Healthy appetite
of good quality, we mean in general cuts down the ration, thus starving th§
should be the victim of no delays.
that the entire bony structure of the sow. This is a sure method of creating
horse is of good quality, but in a more “ chickan eater” and the “ cannibal
specific
sense we refer to the bones and sow.” This manner of feeding invari
Then tile turkey will be served
tendons found in those parts of the ably produces “ poor luck” with pigs.
aasjy sad quickly u thin, even slices.
horse’s limbs below the knee and be We have always advocated liberal
fissqr blade Is pounded out, one by
low tbe hock
The term “ flat bone feeding of the brood sow. There is too
t s a fn n a solid bar of Crucible Steel
cannot be translated literally, for we all much written ad\ice given to the hog
_ TbsSMSi Iwswhetlw better ttsbkde.
l l e i i w r s l eiwi cirac bold* the cutting
know that the bones of a horse’s leg breeder about the danger of getting the
mm| |gMM n | HHbn ImBibtipIMM BlAB
are not flat. Yet the horseman tells us brood sow too fat and a very commen
wBd m o b m b let MmL
that a horse must have “ flat bone, and erroneous belief is that the brood
AAlsoe ssrIssslesmnwbae kibe now.
shaped like a razor with the heavy part sow must be kept in thin flesh. Our
forward, the edge back. By this he observation and advice are * to feed
means that the tendons which act upon liberally. Why starve the brood, sow ?
and in conjunction with the bones Did you ever observe that all creatures
s > should set well back from them and that are about to produce young will
should be free from all meatiness or ex lay ou flesh rapidly if given the op
cess tissue of any kind. It is therefore portunity? We not only must feed tpe
the tendons which form the “ fiat bone,” brood sow to save her litter, but must
60 Y t A l t r
just as it is the excess of meat and con also aim to have her in good flesh in
E X P E R IE N C E
nective tissue wrapped about the ten order that she may be able to stand the
dons which causes the so-called “ round excessive dram that the young litters
bone.” The bone itself is as round in call for the first six weeks of thfiir ex
one case as in the other, but the de istence.
signation “ flat” is used when the ten
In advising liberal feeding, we wish
dons
stand
back
to
give
a
razor-like
to
impress the feeder with the import
T rade M arks
shape to the leg, while “ round” refers ance of corn, which should be fed in
Dksioni
COPVRIQHTn Ac.
to the condition when there is so much limited quantities. The main ration
•lc«toll and description may
opta.on free whether an
useless tissue around the tendons that should consist ©f those foods rid) in
patentable. Communion*
$ 15,000 w orth of W in te r C lo th in g for Men and C hildren. M erchandise from th e w orld’s sta n d a rd es
leg as well as the bone is round or protein, such astiats and wheat middl
tlul. HANDBOOK on Patents
for securingpatents.
« eocy
nearly so.
rough Mann a Co. receive
ings. Avoid a concentrated feed, but tab lish ed m erchantile houses. T h is w inter stock of B. S. G re e n ’s G ra n d L eader store is to be liq u i
tboat ohsrtre, in the
But why do we want “ flat bone” in always use in connection other feeds to
d ated and sold at retail at a sav in g of
h horse ? Is he any more useful be produce bulk to the ration, which is
cause his leg happens to be flat instead very essential to healthy digestive
-llJnstmted weekly. Larwet cirly soienttflp journal. Terms. S3 o
of round ? Is he any more active, or action. While many breeders depend
hT
S ths.ll. fold brail newsdealer!
can he do any more work because his upon the commercial feeds such as
tendons are clean-cut and free from shorts, middlings, tankage and others,
T h e best t
1.0 5 F St- Washington. D. C.
meatiness? We answer both questions to produce a proper ration, we wish to to yourself, _ . ----------—
in the affirmative, and then the story is state that it is not entirely a necessity re g u la r dealer in h ig h grade m erchandise of th e w o rld ’s stan d ard q u alities
not half told. Indeed, a horse is more to use these feeds to produce a balanced th e good comm on sense w ith w hich n atu re h as endow ed you. Come and see w ith y o u r ow n eyes and
have su ch an o p p o rtu n ity to dress in such rich
useful because his leg happens to be flat ration. .’ Any Iowa farm “will produce be convinced. N ever a g ain will you
The
opening day w ill be a gala day.
B ring
yo u r
instead ot round. He is more useful grass, oats, barley, clover, roo.s, etc , raim en t at such a trifling cost.
because his tendons are placed in a and while we think that perhaps in friends. It will pay you to come ioo m iles to visit th is sale. W e sh all p u t forth su ch offer
position which gives him the greatest most instances it will pay ° the breeder ings th a t no m atter w hat th e w eath er conditions m ay be. Y ou m u st an d you will be h ere to g e t y o u r
possible leverage at the joints. He is to use these commercial feeds, we sh are. T h e prices herein th a t we quote are only a few of th e m any th o u sa n d s of b a rg a in s, b u t we will
more useful because his tendons act would advise against jgettjng too much 3 ive you an idea of th e m any values aw aitin g y o u r com ings R em em ber no postponem ents. E x c u rsio n s
freely and cause full flexion of the parts of a habit of using them.—E. E. Hen ou all railro ad s. T h is sen satio n al sale will positively close in io days. A ll goods h erein priced can be
moved. Because of these tacts he is, of derson, before law s Swine’Breeders.
b ro u g h t b ack at any tim e d u rin g th e io days an d cheerfully ex c h an g e d . *
(S ig n e d )
course, more active and can do more
B. S. G R E E N .
lltftdqiLAXters for Boarding, Bait work. Lastly, the clean cut tendons
Feeding Ry.e.
in g , «m4 Stabling. Livery and mean hard, flinty bone, and that means
The good price that anything in the
freedom from splints, spavins, curbs,
T h is g rea t S alvage L iq u id a tio n Sale will positively open ’S a tu rd a y . J a n . 12th at 9 a. m. sharp. T h e
in connection.
sidebones and all the other ills that hog line is bringing, is causing growers
e
n
tire stock w ill be m ark ed in plain figures and so’d a t a sav in g of 37 cents on th e dollar.
C apacity over sixty good stalls horse bone is heir to. There is a har to put in their best efforts at feeding.
monious relation between all parts ofl’A t present prices grain and’ the mill
( Including roomy box stalls, with the
body'so th», an indication of • oarse- products purchased in the hands of a
am ple carriage room. T he best ness in one p*c't finds its counterpart skilful feeder can.be made to yield a
elsewhere. A Lose, meaty structure good profit.
c u t taken day and night.
A good deaHof rye is being sold to
in the tendinous parts of the leg is an
M e e t moderate. 'Phone * -ti. indication of a relatively loose and soft, the grain dealers by farmers' that have
bony structure, and it is this kind of no hogs to feed, it to or do not know its
MEN'S FURNISHINGS.
S l i .98 Represents a lot of Suits that are
MEN’S SUITS.
bona that is subject to all sorts of mah value. as*pig feed, or else the cash in
the product of the world’s celebrated skillful
35
dozen
Men’s good 25c Handkerchiefs;
A Fine Suit of Clothes all to ir.ateh; this tailors; they are equal and are guaranteed to
formotions. Besides this, the limb hand is. more desirable than the promise suit
salvage sale price
10c
is
positively
worth
$8,
or
your
money
re
excel
any
tailor-made
to
order
garment
which is overburdened with #useless of a good advance in the shape of pork. funded at any time; salvage sale price $3.75 in the world, or we will cheerfully refund 40 dozen Men’s good 25c Socks;
Quke recently T have been asaed
$11.98 salvage sale price
12c
tissue is the one that will be most
A Fine Suit of Clothes, all to match; this your money; salvage sale price
about
feeding0 ground rye to hogs. suit is positively worth $10, or your money
readily affected with windpuffs, bog and
15
dozen
Men
s
$1.00
Work
Shirts;
Men’s Extra Fine Dress Suits, in all the
69c
blood spavins. The tendency to loose- For growing as well as fattening hogs refunded at any time, salvage sale price $6.50 latest styles and shades; heavy silk and satin salvage sale price
I
much.^refer
ground"
rye
corn
meal
10 dozen Men’s good 75c Work Shirts;
A Fine Suit of Clothes, all to match: this lined, equal to the-finest* $20 tailor-made to
nesa in structure extends to the hoofs
salvage sale price
59c
If I feed corn’to hogs, I do not care suit is positively worth $12, or your money order suit; don’t fail to ask for them;
and opens the way for quarter cracks,
$11.98
refunded at any time; salvage sale price $8.75 salvage sale price
10 dozen Men’s good 75c Work Shirts;
f ■
contracted keels, etc. Investigators to have it" ground, nor would I shell it,
59c
100 Pairs Men’s Pants, worth up to $2.50 salvage sale price
tell us that, ether things being °qual, but feed it on the cob, soaking it if Men’s Fine Suits in Cheviots and Scotch
I Maids, worth $15 salvage sale price
$10.75 salvage sale price
$1.70
10
dozen
Men’s
$1.00
Dress
Shirts;
thought
desirable.
The
only
profitable
the tendency to scratches and grease is
Look for the new Studio
salvage sale price
78c
flood Heavy Denim Overalls, worth 75;
much greater with tb«$ “ round” than way to feed rye after it i* threshed is to j Men’s Splendid Suits in Velour Finished
fat th e Houlton Savings
10 dozen Men’s 25c Dress Bows;
Cassimeres, all sizes; these suits are oositive- salvage sale price
41c
first
have
it
ground.
As
to
the
manj
with the “ flat bone.”
' ded at any
salvage sale price
9c
ly worth $18 or your money refun
Bank Block.
$13.50
After considering all these points we ner of grinding, when to be fed as slop,' time; salvage sale price
MEN’S OVERCOATS.
5
dozen
Men’s
25
Neckwear;
I
Entrance near Bmszeir* Fufni- are better able to understand the im most*farmers make a mistake.
19c
Men’s Overcoats, in Heavy Black Beaver salvage sale price
At $13.50 You Are Free to Choose a Suit or
Usually they grind it fine, which I ' Overcoat
portance
of
*
flat
bone”
in
horses.
It
is
worth $18 50, $20 a:id up to $22.50, Cloth, four button, single breasted style, trim
8 dozen Boys’ good 25c Suspenders;
tore Store. Look for the sign upon
with black horn buttons, strong worked salvage sale price
10c
a guarantee of quality, and quality is would not do at all if I were to mix tn e ' from 20 lots as finely made a id as elegantly med
finished suits and overcoats as the most fasti button holes, a 3 1-2 inch collar with strong
corner of building.
tbe guarantee of endurance.— Wisconsin slop myself or prevent some one else dious dresser could desire; fine home and tab; three outside strong pockets and Haps,
12 dozen Men’s good 25c Suspenders;
from thinking or saying bad words. foreign suitings and overcoatings of style and and small change pocket; lined with Italian salvage sale price
18c
Agriculturist.
Call when in town.
Fine gtound rye to mix into slop is tone and in a great variety of effects, tailored doth, strong sleeve lining, chain hanger,
10
dozen
Men’s
good
50c
Suspenders;
garments of faultless fashion; Kersey, worth at least $6.50; salvage sale price $3.98 salvage sale price
iSc
about the meanest stuff imaginable. into
Melton and Whip Cord Overcoats; black,
T he F arm N eed s S h eep .
After it is ground find if mixed with blue, brown, drab, diagonal, tan; Cheviots,
F. C .
Overcoats, Best Domestic Kerseys, blue
100 Knox, Dunlap and Stetson shape $2.00,
corn meal, ground oats or bran it can Vicuna, Homespun, Twee*I and Casismerc black and tan shades, some Indian lined, $3.00 and $4.00 Hats; salvage sale price $1.50
BOULTON.
M A IN E.
suits, single and double breasted;
others with Beldingham serge, heavy, near
Men's Heavy Fleece Lined Underwear,
$8.85 silk sleeve lining, strapped seams, 45 inches
Sheep are oftimes spoken of as a handled much more easily. But may salvage sale price
be
the
feeder
does
not
want
buy
bran
to
long, full backs, so becoming to young men; plain and ribbed, brown,blue and natural;
nuisance by some people, but wise land
$8.98 Represents One lot of 5b Suits in fancy actually
worth 75c; salvage saleprice
36c
and positively worth $15 00;
owners give them credit as being great cut the fine rye meal or flour, or he Thibets and unfinished Worsteds; also some salvage sale price
$10.98
dark
fancy
mixed;
this
lot
positively
sold
for
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS AND SUITS.
reoovavtora of run-down or worn-out may not want to grind his corn, but to $12.50; in the new fad cut four buttoned
Another Overcoat That Penetrates to the
30 Boys’ Suits, worth up to $2.00;
farms, and even call them fertility con- get *he rye into profitable feeding shape sack coat, entirely custom-made; this goes in vitals
the swell front, higher profit dealer salvage sale price
it must be ground. Then the only this salvage sale for
1.25
$8.98 is this:of Any
line and every line of Overcoats
y roMpt Allantiort Given, to 'C ollecting servers.
way
to
do
is
not
to
grind
it
so
fine
but
300
Pairs
Men’s
Pants,
worth
up
to
$3.75;
that
they
offer
this
season
at
$12
we
will
They are the latter and more, too.
50 Boys’ Suits, wortli up to $ ’.50;
Office Hours 8 to 12 : I to 5 .
$2..50 duplicate at this sale for$8.5»8; they come in salvage sale price
1.50
The life and habits of she*p make them that it will mix without forming a salvage sale price
Kerseys,
Montanae.
Box
Meltons,
long,
full
Telephone 2 —2 .
000 Pairs Men’s Pants, worth up_ to$5.n0; lacks and belt effects, cloth faced, peer of
not only conserves of fertility, but sticky mass in the slop barrel or tub salvage
675
Boys’
Suits,
worth
up
t<>$2.50;
sale price
$2.75 A $3.00 any $12 garment; salvage sale price
$8.98 salvage sale price
$1.25
O F F IC E , French’s block, corner distributers of it where needed, if given when water is added. Instead of
grinding
fine,
crush
the
grain
into
an
opportunity.
Though
aheep
are
ad
Main and Mechahic Sts.
verse to water always seek an elevation something like a dozen parts. Add
A t Mars H ill Office Wednesday for their resting place, they do not like* sufficient water to a desired quantity to
W e have 15 F u r Coats left in C urly Dog, B lack S teer, and B lack Calf th a t I sold at $ 27 .00, 25 .00,
thoroughly
soak
it,
and
cause
it
to
18
. 50 , we will sell now at $ 19 . 50 , 17 . 50 , 14 -00.
and Thursday of each week.
the succulent growth, even though it be
pour
from
a
bucket
easily.
Soak
12
weeds, found in the lowland of a field
Sale positively closes Ja n . 23rd, 1907. B. S. G reen needs no in tro d u ctio n to you. My goods and
or pasture which has been enriched by hours, feeding up each soaking cl an m ethods are w e l l know n. No big prom ises th a t cannot be m et. I do not offer goods or m ake s ta te 
STEAMSHIP CO. the washings front the higher surround each time. B) doing this, there is no
sour slop fed. Don’t feed a slop so m ents I cannot substantiate. T h e b ulk of th is stock is to be sold and th a t in 10 days. If you cannot
WINTER REDUCED RATES.
ing land.
come the first day, come any day d u rin g the ten days allo tted for th is g ig an tic an d stu p e n d o u s sale ; it is
Bangor, Hampdeo, Winterport or Bucksport
These two peculinrities of sheep once thin that a pig must drink a pint of it your o p portunity. W e g u a ra n tee every article and every sta te m e n t m ade. O ne price to all and th a t
to Boston $2.50
to
get
a
teaspoonful
of
solid
matter.
came under my particular observation.
Effective to March 31,1907.
Feed him thick slop, then have fresh the lowest. It behooves th e alert shopper to be tim ely. T h e general and well know n advance in th e
CemowneiDg Monday, Dec. 10, 1906, steanv I turned some sheep into a clover field water convenient and allow him to cost of m erchandise m akes th is sale all th e more im portant and significant to you. Y ou car.not afford to
MS Mate Winterport Mondays and 'Thursdays they at once sought out the spots where
1 10 a m., Bucksport at 12 in., for Searsport, the clover did not catch and eagerly de drink what he wishes. I have never miss the op p o rtu n ity of th is sale.
S i Um I, Camden, Rockland and Boston.
voured any weeds or pigeon grass that yet seen the pig that would thank his
RETURNING
had taken possession of the spaces. owner for compelling him to drink
from Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at They then sought the weeds and suc more water than he needed in his slop
to secure the necessary nourishment to
ftoni Rockland, via vay laudings, Wed- culent grass in the low places and runs keep him from starving to death. It is
in the fields, leaving the clover on the
amdaye and Saturdays at 5.30 a. in.
All eu ro except live stock, via the steamers high lard, where most needed to enrich impossible to make a full feed out of a
e( this Company, is insured against lire and
the soil, untouched, only touching this half feed of ground grain, by adding a
marine risk.
H .T . SANBORN, Agent, Bangor, Me. grass when practically everything else large quantity of water, yet the practice
A. H. HANSCOM, O. P. & T. A., Bos- had been eaten.
of many pig feeders shows that they
More than this, when night came the think they can.—John M. Jamison in
sheep rotight the higher portions of the Stockman,
Poetesses wonderful medicinal power field for their resting place, and their
•for the human body, removing all droppings there deposited the fertility That’s the house the Doctor built,
disorders from your system, is what gathered duiing the duy from the lower
The biggist house you see ;
Hollister’s Rocky Mountan Tea will land, thus conveying through the pro Thank goodness he don’t get our money,
do. Makes you well, keeps you well, cess of nature and cultivation. A farm
For we take Hollister’s Rocky
id cents, Tea or Tablets.
Mountain Tea.
upon which sheop are kept ought to be
RoBLrt J. Cocuban.
R obert J. Cochran.
not only fertile, h o t .also evenly fertile,

A . H . F 0 & C 0.
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A MIGHTY SALVAGE LIQUIDATION SALE.
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flicAmerican.
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37c

NewYor!

ON THE DOLLAR 37c

Central Stables
. M arket Square,

MOULTON, MAINE

LOOK FOR T H E BIG RED C A N V A S FR O N T.

Sensational Bargains

In Men’s, Boys' And Children's
Clothing. .

m m A. ATHERTON,
' Proprietor.

PH O TO G R A PH S

NEALEY,

H. DRUMMOKD FOSS
Ittonoy and Counselor at Lav.

EASTERN

Sale Will be on For 10 Days Only.

Saturday, Jan. 12, to Wednesday, Jan. 23

B. S. GREEN’S Grand Leader,
Union Square,

Putnam Block

“Look For the Big Red Canvas Front.”
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60VERK0R COBB’S MESSAGE

persistently in its behalf, and l is of the year 1900 an additional pur buildings m ere nas hern so remoncica pecuniary loss ana mucn inconven
most gratifying to know that their ef chase of the S ta te ’s bonds would be and utilizer! that it has added greatly ience, but demonstrated beyond a
forts, aided as they are by the fri( rids made amounting to not less than to the efficiency of the Augusta Asy doubt that the w ater supply for the
G entlem en of th e Senate and House of allied interests in New England $250,000, and thus show a reduction lum and to the well-being and comfort extinguishment of fire was altogether
of R ep resen tativ es:
a n d ’certain other States, have brought of the bonded indebtedness during the of its inmates. But much more re inadequate. It ii of the utmost im
B efore p resen tin g for your consid the Congress to give to the question last two years of nearly $000,0(*o. Ne mains to be done even at this Insti portance that the Asylums be fully
e ra tio n certain facts bearing upon the such serious, and practical considera gotiations to this end were progress tution, and the advisibility of fire protected against disasters of this na
•condition of th e S tate, and before tion as to w arrant a hope1 that the ing satisfactorily when they were proofing another wing of the main ture, for the consequences of an uncon
ta s k in g c e rta in recom m endations th at near future will bring relief to revive abruptly terminated by the death of building is a question that should not trolled conflagration there would he
m ay tend to change and possibly im and restore this important branch of one of the parties in interest. These be overlooked.
most appalling.
The State should
prove th o se conditions, I wish to Maine’s commercial activity.
negotiations, however, are about to be
Nor will the S ta te ’s just claim for avail itself of every possible safeguard
th an k th e citizens of M aine whose suf
for the prevention of the loss of life
A discussion of the merits and de resumed, and 1 have every reason to
frag es perm it m e to hold th is high of fects of any s y s t e m of taxation adopt htlieve that before the expiration of the further advancement and exten- and property in these Institutions, and
I
sion
of
educational
facilities
be
slightfice a second term , and to assu re them ed by a State, and the wholly neces another month the bonds will be in j ed or ignored, for her common prompt action should be taken to se
th a t I shall not intentionally use its sary and justifiable efforts of the law the possession of the State.
| schools, normal schools, academies, cure w ater in such quantity and of
prero g ativ es o r influence for any pur making Body to reconcile the various
I have been afforded the privilege colleges and university are all a pub such power that all apprehension of
pose o th e r th a n to prom ote the wel interests involved, opens a wide field to visit intimately all the lnstituions lic glory, and every dollar of a wise danger from this source may be re
fa re of all th e people an d to advance for argument based on both fact and supported and managed by the State, and liberal expenditure there but moved.
th e in te re sts of th e en tire State.
The business of the D epartm ents
conjecture. By universal agreement and have visited many of the others adds to the strength and dignity of
U nder o u r form of governm ent the taxes are a necessary burden, and the in which the State has a vital, al her citizenship.
having offices at the S tate House has
Chief E xecutive of a S tate is proper welfare of the State, municipality and though
very materially in recent
indirect, interest. No
one
The following are some of the re expanded
ly expected to a ssist in m aking effec Individual demands t h a t taxes be can become at all familiar with them
years,
and
it Is apparent th a t very
quirements of the State upon which in
tiv e th e policies adopted and declared equalized in order that every class of without
being tremendously
im my judgment immediate action should many of the rooms in this building are
by th e p a rty to w hich he owes his property &£all bear its relative and pressed by the magnitude and charac
no longer com m ensurate with the de
nom ination and election. In doing proportionate share. But the accept ter of the good work they are doing, be taken, and which I unreservedly mands made upon them. In these
recommend:
th is h e Is but carry in g o ut the ex ance of this theory does not material or without wishing th a t the opportun
cases they have been put
The office of State Auditor should particular
p ressed w ish of a m ajority of th e vot ly lessen'; £ho practical difficulties of ities they so splendidly utilize might
to
uses
other
than those for which
e rs, and to th a t e x ten t is a partisan. the problem, nor renders some prop be further enlarged and sustained. be created. The present system of they were originally designed, a re
auditing
the
State's
accounts
by
the
B ut p a rtisa n sh ip should end here, and erty holders less susceptible to the de They are a credit to the State and a
over-crowded and inconveniently a r
th a t E xecutive is fo rtu n ate indeed sire to evade the payment of that tribute to every sentiment of hum an Governor and Council is an archaic ranged, and lack even the ordinary
absurdity.
It
is
cumbersome,
uncer
who is able to stre n g th en his p arty by proportionate share. Of one phase of ity and progress cherished by her
requisites of good light and air. While
d e m o n stratin g to general satisfaction this question we may be sure, and people. It would be better for the in tain and incorrect, and would not be in my judgm ent it would be unwise to
th e w isdom of its principles, and at th a t is th a t there is a wide-spread stitutions and for all of us If our citi tolerated an instant by any individual, enlarge the S tate House, I believe
th e sam e tim e so to conduct him self feeling amopg the people of the State zens generally would acquire a closer firm or corporation doing business in that a proper regard for public con
with approved and mod
th a t he sh all be in tru th th e serv an t th a t certain classes of property are knowledge of their methods of admin- accordance
and efficiency should influ
methods. It seems to have been venience
ence you to approve the erection or
of th e people and m indful of th e com not paying, now their just share of : istration and their accomplishments, ern
permitted
for
two
reasons;
it
is
lease of an office building In this city
m on good. W ell-m eant in ten tio n s are the taxes, and they look with confi | for the pride and satisfaction such
to have been the custom near for S tate purposes and thus relieve
a poor excuse fo r inefficiency, and dence to this L egislature to investigate knowledge would surely bring would known
ly one hundred years ago, and since
no one w ho w illingly assum es a re  the conditions, and if abuses exist to not only be a deserved appreciation of that time no authority has been g ra n t the congestion of which th e re is so
sp onsibility to th e public should com seize and. apply the remedy. It is a the devoted and unselfish services of ed to change it. It has long since much just com plaint
plain of th a t public’s inevitable criti m istake and wrong to call this feeling the men and women charged with outlived any usefulness it may have
T here are other public questions
cism . But I believe th a t no m an ever ac
their direct control, but would remove possessed, and each year its ridicu »which while not involving the expen
cepted a public office w ithout ch erish  a partisan one. It is too general to forever all doubt as to the wisdom of lous features are more pronounced. diture of large sums of money affect
ing th e sin cere hope th a t w hen he laid w arrant s * h a conclusion, and if the their existence and the urgency of The methods of book-keeping, too, em  to a very marked degree the welfare
it down, h e m ig h t deserve and re subject is approached in any spirit their needs.
ployed by some of the D epartments of the State, and which should be dis
ceive not only th e com m endation of other than that of fairness and public
The S ta te ’s
business transacted are extremely loose, and this whole cussed and settled by this Legislature
duty
the
real
purpose
of
the
agitation
h is p arty , b u t also the resp ect and es
through and in its several Depart subject should be investigated and the if we are to continue to be progress
teem of h is fellow-citizens. It is in is more likely to suffer defeat.
m ents and Institutions has steadily defects remedied. Former Executives ive and mindful of the people’s rights.
While
then
the
present
system
and
th is tem p er, a n d anim ated by this
increased. The reasons for this are have made this same recommendation
The belief in the soundness and ef
hope I tru s t, th a t all of us en ter the method of taxation of the property obvious. New legislation is constant for a State Auditor, and it is to be a s  ficacy of the principle of the initiative
within
the
S
tate
is
not
altogether
serv ice of th e S ta te today.
ly creating additional powers and re
ideal Apfi will undoubtedly meet with sponsibilities of a public nature, and sumed that failure to act upon it fa and referendum as a means to enable
revision' at your hands, there can he the obligation to exercise them in a vorably is due to a belief on the part the citizens to express more directly
np question as to the care and skill m anner that shall be in accord with of the people that its endorsement and promptly their opinion of pro
ekerctsed by the Board of State Asses the spirit of the laws and the wishes would simply create another Depart posed legislation has become very
sors in determining values for .axa- of the people has entailed larger ex m ent or office with additional and un general in Maine, and has been recog
tion purpose's under the existing laws. penditures and more careful and de necessary expense. I am of the opin nized in the platforms of both politi
And no better or more eloquent state tailed supervision. No better proof ion, however, that the direct saving cal parties. We may safely assume,
these declarations
ment can be made of the wealth of of this change and growth can be pre effected by a competent Auditor with therefore, that
the State and the growth of that sented than is shown by a compari power would far exceed his salary were made in good faith, and I heartwealth than is furnished by the State son of the reports issued by the De and the expenses attending the office. ily approve the adoption of a measure
The last Legislature created the that shall give them a practical and
Assessors in their report for the year partm ents today with those of twentyju st closed. From this report it will five or even ten years ago. These office of State Highway Commission binding effect. The friends of the
be seen th a t since 1904 the State valu later reports of the S ta te ’s stew ard er, thus recognizing fully the very principle have a very clear knowledge
ation of Real E state has increased ship are now so elaborate and exhaus great interest manifested in the move- ! of its meaning and purposes, and will
$15,878,401, Personal E states $4,017,- tive that a further description and ment for good roads throughout the vigorously oppose any e ffort th a t may
100, Wild l a n d s
$7,422,099, and analysis of the scope and practical state. It is no longer necessary to he made to grant form at the expense
Growth on Public Lots $245,720. In operation of the Departments is un argue the advantages and opportuni of substance.
I also advocate and recommend a
1904 the total valuation was $300,514,- necessary here, and this occasion does ties that wo 1 1 accrue to Maine by a
014, in 19C0 it is $394,732,990, a gain in not seem to rr quire me to do more! system of better roads, for these are revision of the statutes governing the
two years of $28.218,97G. Under the than to urge you to bestow upon them now admitted and conceded by all. method of balloting for elective offices
local valuation placed on property in hiost cnrefqul thought and study j Public opinion seems to w arrant a at the polls. Every reasonable facil
the cities, towns -and plantations in During the last two years I have en most generous expenditure for this ity should be furnished th$ voter to
the State, the average rate of taxation deavored to b a r n and know some- | purpose, and the questions confront exercise his right of suffrage in secret
on $10(i0 was $20.57 in 1904, $21.03 in thing of the S ta te ’s affairs and to fa- j ing you now are those of important and without fear or favor, and his de
detail alone. The amount of money sire and privilege to register his pref
1905 and- $20.87 in 1900.
miliarize myself with the methods un to be spent, and how it shall tie raised erence for any individual nominee or
The finances of the State are in ex der which they are being cond icted ! and apportioned by and between the eandidate should not be hampered or
cellent condition, as the following In almost every instance the Depart- ! S tate and the municipalities, tlie loca defeated by the im portunities of a
summary and comparison will show: m rn ts tire producing splendid results, 1 tion of the work and how and by party organization. Party organiza
Cash balance on hand Jan. 1,
and their management is character-| whom it shall be done, these are the tion is both proper and essential, but
1907 .......................................$ 598,000 ized by intelligence and efficiency and | phases of tl.is subject that invite your it should he the servant of the voter,
Bonded debt Jan. 1, 1907... .$1,093,000 a faithfulness to the best interests of J attention at this time. In order to not his master. And this principle if
M aine Is m ore prosperous now than
Since 1901 $70,0Q0 of the State the State. They must continue1 to im- i facilitate your labors along these lines admitted to be a c o m e t one, should
ev e r before in h er history. Visible bonds have m atured each year, but prove, and it is no reflexion upon any | a bill has been tentatively prepared be applied to the regulation of the
evidences of th is are on every hand under the provisions of Chapter G, of them to respect full» call \our at- j by the Highway Commissioner em proceedings at primaries, so that
an d com m ercial and industrial s ta tis  Private and Special Laws of 1903, a temtion to the fact that it is your duty bodying. it is believed, the1 best m eth every safeguard thrown about the
tic s prove it beyond a doubt. A gricul part of this issue having been previ and power to examine ;o the1 fullest ods practiced in other States, and this final action of the voter at the polls
tu re and Its kindred branches, the ously purchased, there was left to ma extent their operations n ordeu- that Bill will be1 presented to you at an may be at his disposal during all the
g re a t in d u strie s dependent upon for ture $10,000 for the year 1905 and $20,- you may supply deficiencies and rem  early date for consideration and dis preliminaries attending the selection
e s ts and w a te r ways, the m ultitude of 000 for the year 1900, which were re edy de fects.
of candidates..
cussion.
m a n u fa c tu rin g en terp rises, the small deemed at m aturity, and under au
In addition to the money that will
In October of last year there were1
I especially urge you to change and
e r b u t not less im portant trad e th a t thority of the act above quoted, an naturally be appropriated for the or in confinement at the StaJe Prison at improve the1 laws bearing upon the
resp o n d s so readily to th e m ovem ents additional purchase of $280,000 was dinary maintenance of Departments. The.maston twenty-five patients of the question of child labor in this State.
of th e la rg e r in te re sts; all have shared made, so that during the last two Institutions and Commissions, and lor class known as the Criminal Insane. Maine is lagging here and the chil
In th e u n p recedented prosperity th at years the bonded indebtedness has tlit1 fulfillment e>f all other legal obli Of that number fifteen were serving dren themselves are helpless. You
gations, this Legislature will be asked unexpired terms of sentence1, and ten must be their champions, and neither
h a s re ste d of late upon the entire been reduced $310,000.
*>untry, and all have contributed to
The last State valuation upon which to make special monetary provision were held by order of the Court after the thoughtlessness of parents nor the
th e w ealth and well-being of th e State. a tax rate of 2 1-2 mills was assessed, tor many new and important projects their sentences had expired. The indifference of employers m ust be per
T he ra ilro a d s a re still developing new was $300,514,014, yielding, for the two All ai e> desirable and some' are abso prison is ne> place for these unfortun mitted to interfere with the perform 
te rrito ry and furnishing additional fa years, together with th j tax of one lutely neces.-ary. Without assuming ates. Their quarters and opportuni ance of the State's manifest duty to
c ilitie s to th e old, steam boats are en cent on each poll, a revenue of i.e> elett rimne the onleu- of their im- ties for e xe rcise1 there are1 necessarily provide, as bf st she may, for the morrortanee, among the former may he* very limited and inadequate, proper * al, physical and educational welfare
larg in g and im proving th e ir service, $1.83G.340.20.
The present valuation is $394,732,- classed an Institution for the Feeble- facilities for their comfort are alto of these children to whom unfortun
and electric roads a re reaching from
th e c e n tre s of population to quicken 990, showing an increase of $28,218,- Minded, those unlo: t.inat' S whose1 gether lacking, and it is impossible ately so many of the pleasures and op
uncontrolled life and movements bav: for the prison officials to give the spe portunities of childhood are denied.
th e life and resources of th e sm aller 970.
A tax rate of 2 1-2 mills levied on been shown by science; and experi cific can* that the individual cases re
com m unities. T he scenic charm s of
The present m anner of observing
th e S ta te have not yet lost th eir pow this new valuation, together with the ence to be a terrible me na< e to the quire. They should ho under the Im Fast Pay contains so little of the sen
poll
tax,
will
yield
for
the
two
years,
a
social
order
and
a
constant
econeunic
e r to allure, an d both city and country
mediate observation and supervision timent and t radii ions of its early con
bunk n to every family and commun of physicians and attendants skilled secration, th a t it seems almost a
have profited from the tides of travel revenue of $1,977,474.('0.
ity that shelteu-s (beam The blind, too, in the treatm ent of the1 insane. This mockery to publicly ask for its recog
th a t sw eep over them in an ever- The total receipts fur the
make1 strong claims for our pity and view is shared by the Superintendent nition and then see its original spirit
years
19* 5 and 19*10
sw elling volume. The uninterrupted
were ................................ $5,292,308.73 generosity, for they ask not for life- of the1 Asylum at Augusta, who regu so univi rsallv perverted and ignored.
grow th of th e deposits in the banks
lem. charity, Put simply for the imams larly visits the patients at Tl omaston, 1 believe that our people generally
and savin g s in stitu tio n s testify to the The total ( xpf a lit ires for
the same ><>:;■ ; were. . . 4,939.337.02 to secure a sp-cial education in work the1 Warden of the1 Prison, the1 T rus would not approve a lessened number
soundness and stability of general
that will eua 1 them to become1 s: lf- tees of the Insane and the1 Inspectors of holidays, and that we have none
business conditions, throughout the
suppouing me ills rs of soenty. Tim of Prisons and Jails. It is obvious too many legalized now and devoted
S tate, and th e very m arked increase The ostimate.i o> binary re
ceipts fur 19**7 a re ....... $2,5**9,8. 3.Or welfare1 jr the iusane will also appeal that no provision shoulel be made for by common consent to recreation and
in tho se deposits prove th at the wageto your sympathy, and you cannot re the Criminal Insane in our present pleasure. But unless the name of this
earn er, the fundam ental factor in the The estimated or I in ary re
ceipts for 19* s a r e ........ 2,'50,000/e sist the1 demands that a recital o. Asylums, fur their presence1 there particular holiday be changed so that
creation and support of values, is en
theii needs will make upon you. The would be a distinct menace to the1 wfe 1- the expected manner of its observance1
joying and im proving the opportuni The e s 'im a t'd ordinary
residents of the1 eastern part <f the fare of the other inmates. They shall boar some1 reasonable relation
expenditures
for
1907
ties which have been opened to his
State- will urge; an appropi i itiem suf should have separate accommodations to its avowed purpose, I recommend
are ......................................... 2,2**2,708 4
labor and his skill.
ficient to mem1 rmarly complete the* and tin1 be'st of '-are consistent with that it be abolished.
One of the ir ^ustries, however, that The estimat d or ii : ■
original plan and design of the Asv- public safety. The Arsenal grounds
expenditure
for 19 s
has made Maine famous in the past is
Two years ago, speaking in this
lum at banger, a n ' will pres1nt arg i- nt Augusta, seem to offer the b< st so- place and under similar circumstanr
are .................................... ' 1 T '.o r ;
now languishing, and that is ship
It should he 1 o i a
e. hi i ‘oi • meuits in lavor eif this act ion based mi lution of this problem, and if a suit es, I vemture'd the assertion that the1
building. Our State is particularly
en the1 eh-plorable and cone Med fact able building we're erected there, not public condition resulting from the*
fi-vu; • a s . r
well adapted to the successful prose contemt lating fie
that our facilitie s for the- prope-r care1 only would the cost of administration, nullification eif the prohibitory law
la h ; i ir > !
cution of this business, and its decline suits, that the last
and tre atment of these be -neficiai h s maintenance and attendance be1 re was the1 greatest issue1 confronting the
and present deplorable condition must duced the rale or the S';,:- tax Idbe a ttributed in great part to the fail two and three quarter.", i>-'•1! ; ro 1w< are st*ll inn b quale. About two years duced to a minimum figure*, but we1 people' of Maine. The1 representatives
ure of the National Government to and om-half mills, and I may m entor ago the p rais'w orthy edlorts of Uon- would all feed that even the claims of ol the1 people1 met that issue, recog
adopt m easures that will place this that at no time during the iast tw< gressinau bin high to secure1 the* Ar these1 mental dere licts weuv no longer nizenl its importance1 and the Sturgis
class of property in a position to com y ia r s has it I m ' u i found necessary to i senal piope !•:> at Augum,i as a gift ignored by a humane1 and watchful law was enacte'd. a m easure designed
! from tlie1 National Government ro the1 State.
pete for the ocean carrying trade of make a temporary loan.
for no purpose1 other than to correct
It will he noticed that the cash bal- j State1 were who ’y succmssful, and lin
A fire1 occured i the1 laundry eif the or lesseui the' evils of nullification
our own and other nations. Our Sen
denthe
intedli
nt
direction
of
the1
Asvlum for the Insane1 at Augusta last Unde r its provisions the Enforcement
ators and Representatives in W ash ance now on hand is unusually large, j
ington have labored intelligently and It was exocm. el tLzi before the close Board of T hing <>s one of ihe large- fall, which neit only cause'll a severe j Commission was appointed. and for
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^ imoft in tue worm,
(hi pilot sad wool d * «

_tin boiler hud. Bieloao

I triid to elimb the smoko*
I bo wee e*eited. Aoywsy,
n t k lM with t shots! and
wbolo baach oif mo. I

wonted trouoie wan mm.
Even Neighbor, who feared no man,
sort of let the 313 lie in her stall as
lotfg oe possible ofter the trouble be
gan.
Nothing wot eoid about it. Theots
cannot bo token cognizance of official-

dozen of the new men, Fitzpatrick
among them, and there was a riot. It
was Siclone’s time to carry out his in
tention, for Fitzpatrick would have
scorned to try to get away. No tree
ever breasted a tornado moro sturdily
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The Aroostook Times, January 9, 1907.

Am

about eighteen months Maine has wit douhl
ie' ' i a s t o m y a b i l i t y t >
nessed the unusual spectacle of men pr< s 1 v
phases
w i t h o it
i) no •*! i t
clothed with legal authority, but oper viola ; i - t he \r< mi i n s of a n nor-'.ating directly through Executive op s i o n u p o n w h i c h r o t e r e n c o s t o p a r t y
tion and initiative, performing some politics are neither expected nor de
01 the functions of certain officials sired.
elected by popular vote, who either
Every thoughtful and fair-minded
wilfully or lacking both courage and student of political conditions in
ability have neglected the duties Im Maine must admit that there is a very
posed upon them by their oath of of strong sentiment in favor of the prop
fice. Probably no single piece of leg osition to give the voters an opportun
islation placed on our Statute Books ity to express at the polls their opin
• has ever caused so much general dis ion of the present prohibitory law.
cussion or created such intense and While this sentiment may not be that
bitter differences of opinion and dis of the majority now, it surely is held
sensions as the Sturgis law. I cherish by a very large minority of our citi
no illusions in regard to It. I know zens, and the results of the September
It is condemned by many as false in elections last year seem to furnish a
principle and contrary to the spirit of complete jusdfication of this conclu
our institutions, expensive, inefficient, sion. It is true that the temperance
the outgrowth of political necessity legislation on our S tatute Books was
and the last desperate attempt of fan placed there during the domination
aticism to check the swelling move of one political party, and it is also
ment for a liberal and cosmopolitan true that nearly every person opposed
treatment of the liquor problem.
I to the prohibitory law and its en
know that a hostile sentiment hastens forcement favors resubmission. But
to censure not only the law itself, but it may be asserted with equal truth
the men charged with its enforcement th a t a belief in the prohibitory law is
and their methods. Their failures are not confined to the adherents of either
magnified and ridiculed, their success of the two great parties, and that
es overlooked or belittled, their sin the desire for resubmission is not con
cerity of purpose and honesty of mo fined to the enemies of th a t law.
tive openly and often maliciously There are many men, earnest and sin
questioned, and the belief assiduously cere in their advocacy and support of
cultivated and encouraged that they temperance and enforced prohibition
are the known disturbers of the peace, who believe those principles will be
the roai enemies of order. But these jeopardized by their resubmission to
arguments, criticisms and accusations the people under the only method by
are neither unanswerable nor unas which this can be accomplished at
sailable. Many of them are palpably this time. To them the cause of-prosuperficial and unfair, and the Sturgis hibition is of far greater Importance
law will stand or fall by a fair presen than the success either of Republican
tation of the facts an 3 their rigorous ism oY Democracy, and to promote
anaylsis, not by the demands of a self- and conserve that cause they organ
interested prejudice or the exigencies ized and maintained the Prohibition
party. But they cheerfully sacrificed
and hopes of any political party.
There will be placed before you at their own organization In behalf of
an early date by the Enforc nient the greater principle, and allying
Commission a full and complete re themselves with another party be
port of the operation of this law and cause of its promise to enforce the
a statement of all the expense attend prohibitory law and its opposition to
ing it. Upon its pub deal ion it is to be resubmission, contributed largely to
expected that this whole question will Its success. These men feel that re
be opened for debate by the members submission granted by this Legisla
of this assembly and this debate will ture would be a distinct and unpardon
able betrayal by the dominant party
be welcomed by all. At the present of
many who worked for and helped
time the Deputy Enforcement Com
..o i.jv e
ts victory. They insist
mlssloners are wlthdiawn from all the
Counties. This course was simply li.at resubmission in its proposed !
an act of justice to the incoming sher form is a blow to prohibition and an J
iffs, and the insinuation that It was attack on te m p e r a n c i, and refuse to
prompted by any other motive mlghi endorse the suggestion that the peo- \
have been withheld in all fairness un ale a re entitled to vote on an amend- j
.ent to the Constitution when a very j
til a later date. If it becomes appar .urge
num ber have unque di anahly sig
ent that the local officials intend to
permit or resume a policy of non-en nified a desire to th a t effect.
C o p y rig h t 1906
It in extremely unfortunate for what
forcement and the services of the
B. K u p p e n he lm e r & Co., Chi.
l
conceive
t
)
be
the
true
cause
of
Deputy Commissioners are not again
brought into requisition, there will temperance that a resolution to resub
• then be ample opportunity for just mit the prohibitory amendment must
b-t m form at least a practical con
and timely criticism.
demnation by the Legislature of the
The essential features of the Stur present policy of prohibition, and not
gis law are clear and its purposes ob the authorization of a simple referen
vious. I have yet to hear any sound dum to ase rtain the people’s views.
argument in behalf of nullification of Were it not for this fact and the prob
law, andk>bu£ 'few men have had the able effect that the mere passage of
tem erity'to openly advocate it. All such a resolution would have upon
will agree to the proposition that the the friends of the prohibitory move
locil officials should enforce the pro ment everywhere, I believe there
hibitory law in the first instance, but if , would be little or no opposition to the
they fail to do this and it is known | reasonable, plain and unencumbered
that they have failed, the fact still ; proposition to place the original qu< *sstands that the law is nullified and ! tion before the voters again for their
needs vindication by some other I approval or rejection. If that particmeans. When this question was be | ular and important objection could I k *
fore the last Legislature there were I removed and the question be refern d
three ways by which the nulli .cation i to the people directly, solely on its
of the prohibitory law could have been merits and unhampered by the preju
prevented: First, by dutiful action of dice excited by pr< m ature and unnec
the local officials; second, by the re essary legislative condemnation, the*
peal of the prohibitory law Itself in citizens of Maine would rally to reaf
volving resubmissioi*\and the adoption firm their belief in the prohibitory
of some method of license to regulate law and the cause of temperance be
the liquor traffic, and third by the au infinitely strength* ned and advanced.
thorization and exercise of powers For if we accept the principle of the
similar to those granted the Enforce referendum we must r< cognize the
ment Commissioners under the Stur- fact that its fundamental strength
gisi law. The local officials could not lies in the right of an appeal to the
or would not act, prohibition continued people, and no good cans * if fairly
to be the policy of the* State and a and pioperly present id, should hesi
trial of the Sturgis law was impera tate to enter that Court or should f'*ar
tive. I am attempting to discuss the its verdict.
measure purely as a means to prevent
I thank you, Gentlemen, for your
nullification, and believe that a large courteous attention, and am sure that
majority of the law-abiding citizens no more worthy desire can animate
of the State, irrespective of party, sub us than to perform our respective
stantially agree that the law was nec duties here faithfully and fearlessly
essary and that it has justified its for the best interests of the State we
existence. The day of open and easy love so well.
nullification of the prohibitory law
has passed in Maine. Public senti
ment and all the moral forces of. the
State have been aroused and arrayed
against it, and it will never return.
Blood poisoning is liable to re su lt w hen a
With all the clamor against the ex
corn is c u t w ith a k n ife o r razor. C u ttin g o r
pense of the Sturgis law, with all the
trim m in g a corn affords b u t tem porary relief
outcry alleging political trickery, in
because th e corn com es back. T he only sa fe
an d su re w ay to be fre e fro m co rn s an d b u n 
sincerity and cowardice on the part of
ions
is by th e u se o f
its sponsors and its officials, I still
hold to the opinion that the people of
Maine believe that nullification is In
finitely worse than any law which
T his m agic leaf applied to th e co m eases th e
seeks to prevent It, and respectfully
pain in stan tly a f te r w hich th e corn is removed
-FOR S A L K I’.Vsubmit that it is incumbent upon
en tirclv , perm itting- th e foot to resum e its
every man who believes In the princi- | n a tu ra l shape. Recom m ended by all who have
tested
its
m
erits.
Send
20
cents
for
larg
e
size
pie of law-enforcement as indispensa- ' pack ag e and obtain f re e o u r booklet ** H O W S.
ble to the cause of good government ; T O T R E A T T H E F E E T .” I f bothered wi t h
piles, send 50 cen ts fo r "IN D IA N PILE O IN T 
and good citizenship, to support the
M E N T .” S e n t by m ail on receip t of sta m p s o r
Sturgis law or to propose and support j coin.
A g en ts m ake m oney selling these g u a r
some other measure which will ad- j a n te e d rem edies. W rite fo r term s. A d d re ss;
vance that cause as well.
i
The attempt to secure a better on- j
THE BOND SUPPLY CO.
forcement of the prohibitory law by j
X
Bond Building
means of the Enforcement Commis- j
Sion has brought the resubmission
Washington, D. C.
question into such prominence that a
failure to refer to It in this address j
would invite grave misunderstanding. ;
The statement will stand unchal- ! Good live men to work Health and vA/hat has the oid Vear done for you ?
lenged that speculation on the action j
Aroostook
this Legislature may take in dealing AcciJent Insurance for
Why not make the new year a success. by
Two of
with resubmission is causing more County. Apply to VV. \V. Jonek Mg’r. taking a ooui.se of study w ith us
the
largest business concerns in the state
comment and exciting more interest
applied
to
us
for
a
Ixiok-keeper
and
stren21 p c.
than any other topic of public moment Box 93 Houlton Maine
(Ograplier this we» k, and we did not. ui! the
in Maine. I enter upon a brief dis
|M>sitious as our graduates are all eniploved.
cussion of this question with reluc- ' The little store at 5 1-2 Market
Opportunities like this mine to those who
tance, not because of the lack of con Square is just as In ay a* ever, but they are prepared. Write, telephone or call.
victlons or an unwillingness to ex still attend to repairing promptly.
,
O. A. Hodgins, Prin., Houlton, Me I
press them, but simmly becauu:* of the
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C L E A N U P SALE.
We must close out
the remainder of our

SUITS AND
OVERCOATS
and give you the
benefit, as we have got
to make room for our
Spring goods.
We can certainly

Save You Dollars
on anything in
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as we must move the
remainder of our Win
ter goods.
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Call and look our goods over and be convinced that we
can give you better bargains than you can get elsewhere.
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of let the 313 lie in her atoll as
lorfg at possible after the trouble be
gan.
Nothing was said about it. Theats
cannot be taken cognisance of official-
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among inem, anu mere wee t\ rtui. n
was Siclcne's time to carry out his in
tention, for Fitzpatrick would have
scorned to try to get away. No tree
ever breasted a tornado more sturdily
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